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THE JIG IS UP FOR SALMON FEST

Take Back the Night march against violence

After a long stretch as a summer highlight

towards women.

in Newfoundland, a few consecutive years

Music

with poor ticket sales have forced the festival
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to pull the plug: last summer’s festival will
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be the final one. Last year alone, they lost
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nearly $700,000. Grand Falls-Windsor has

PARLIAMENT

decided they can’t take the chance of losing

The results of Canada’s election proved people

more money on it, and they’ll channel those

were not voting for MPs in their ridings, they

taxpayers’ dollars instead into infrastructure

were voting to remove Stephen Harper from

like new/better roads for its residents.

office. Peter Mansbridge himself couldn’t believe
his eyes, as the first 32 seats, the entirety of

and theirs better align. For the next four years,
we will not have the passionate Newfoundland
voices of Ryan Cleary and stalwart Jack Harris
going to bat for us as usual, which has many
townies still reeling. They were unseated by
Seamus O’Reagan and Nick Whalen respectively.
And not even Nick Whalen could believe that.
SMALL BUSINESS IS BIG
BUSINESS IN NL
A document released during 2015’s Small
Business Week hailed small business as

LOCAL BAR ALLURE PROVES SEX(ISM)

Atlantic Canada’s presence in Ottawa, were

People

AND CONTROVERSY SELLS
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given to Liberal MPs. The strong “Heave Steve”

If you haven’t heard of Kirill, he makes

statement was loud and wonderful and clear,

Cover Story

his living throwing parties in bars, taking

but it cost many admirable, prominent NDP MPs

pictures of girls gone wild. He calls himself

their seats. Atlantic Canada giving all of its seats

the economic engine of Newfoundland
and Labrador. Last year, Atlantic Canadian
entrepreneurs started more new businesses
than any other region in Canada. In NL, there
are more than 17,000 businesses that employ
people; 98.5% of them are small businesses

“the slut whisperer, here to baptize sluts

to The Liberals certainly means our interests

with 1-99 employees.
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in champagne and piss off feminists,” so
he’s obviously a controversial jackass. His
website kirillwashere.com is plastered with
topless women getting champagne poured
over their breasts and behinds, and his latest
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tour proudly declares he’s been banned in
certain cities. His name is familiar in this
city because in March of 2014, Allure, a new
bar, had Kirill in their club during its opening
week. Photos emerged online of local
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having Kirill back on November 6th. A petition

Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and
paper-worthy stories that our province has to
offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice and
The Overcast aims to be this voice. In addition
to our monthly paper, TheOvercast.ca posts
fresh and exclusive content on weekdays. All
opinions in this publication reflect the author
of the article, not The Overcast.

background, at least one underage patron was
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at the time, but they’re not apologizing for
to ban him from St. John’s quickly received
thousands of signatures, declaring that his
shtick of objectifying women breeds violence
and perpetuates sexism, not to mention that
he’s photographing drunk women who can’t
legally give consent to that, but the George
Street Association didn’t budge. When local
feminist group SPAAT spoke out against the
event, fans of Kirill — an extension of what
the man stands for — retaliated by trolling
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“Charity’s Charity” United Way Has
Been Helping Our Charities Keep on
Keeping on for 10 Years Now
If there could be one thing
more vital to a community
than a charity, that one
thing would be a charity
that helps other charities
keep doing the wonderful
things they do.
In our province, that entity is United Way NL.
They’re second only to the government as far
as a funder of the social sector goes.
United Way NL constantly raises money, and
constantly accepts applications from local
registered charities who need that money for
their projects and initiatives. United Way is
particularly inclined towards causes that will do
one of three things: 1.) Move individuals from
“poverty into possibility,” 2.) Foster “healthy
people, strong communities,” and 3.) Ensure
kids can be “all that kids can be.”
A Community Investment Committee comes
together regularly to evaluate each application.
To date, United Way has invested nearly 4
million in community fund grants, impacted
128 community groups province-wide, and
made 388 projects/programs possible.
Their goodwill comes from goodwill: their
modus of operandi is a positive karmic
cycle, in that their mainline of money comes
from businesses throughout the province,
in a variety of ways, from direct corporate
donations to their Community Fund, to pledges
wherein an employee deducts a certain amount
per paycheque to United Way, to employee
campaigns as simple as Halloween Dress-up
or Jeans Day, where employees pay to wear
something, and the proceeds go to United
Way, or short wild workplace events like a
Sumo Wrestling challenge with entry fees split
between the winner and United Way. There’s
even been 50/50 draws, bake sales, and
every type of event where employees collect
donations from family and friends.
The model works wonders, when driven

properly. 2009’s workplace campaign raised a
record $1.1 million dollars for them to spread
among local charities. Outside of raising
money, many organizations participate in
United Way’s volunteer “Day of Caring” events,
where United Way partners workplace teams
with charities needing a helping hand. “We
are a charity working to advance the common
good and create opportunities for a better
life for everyone in our province. Our vision
for Newfoundland and Labrador is a province
where all of our neighborhoods are healthy,
vibrant places to work, live, and raise a family.”
Their mission statement is clear and
community-minded: improve lives and build
community by mobilizing collective action.
Initially established here as “United Way of
Avalon,” it quickly evolved into a provincial
organization, and is in fact the fastest growing
branch of United Way Centraide Canada. They
now distribute 4 times the amount raised in
their first campaign; for the fifth year in a row,
their 2015 Community Fund distributed over
half a million dollars in grants.
Their website – nl.unitedway.ca – lists the
many, many organizations they’ve helped do
what they do, from For the Love of Learning
and The Labrador Friendship Centre, to
Planned Parenthood and Buckmasters Circle
Community Centre. They are making this
province a better place to live, plain and simple.
So thanks, United Way NL, on behalf of all of
us, for your hard and worthwhile work.

Is Our City
Accountable
Enough on
Eco Issues?
BY PATRICK BUTLER

The City of St. John’s and
environmental advocates
such as Sheilagh O’Leary
seem to see city-led
environmental initiatives
through two different
lenses.
Because while O’Leary, a former city
councillor and mayoral candidate, says
St. John’s sorely lacks on environmental
actions, Councillor at Large Dave Lane says
he thinks the city is doing a lot to help the
environment.
O’Leary cited recent online city budget
consultations that neglected the
environment as a category for discussion,
and council’s decision to “smoosh together”
its environmental and urban forest advisory
committees as reasons why the city is
“going down the wrong road in terms of
environmental advocacy and protection.”
“To me that’s a big red sign that
says (environmental initiatives)
are going to be buried,” she
said. “Environmental issues are
never going to see the light of
day because there’s always more
pressing issues.”
But Lane said that appraisal “misses the
mark.” He said he thinks the re-organization
of council’s committee structure will actually
help promote environmental initiatives such
as the city’s urban forest.
Lane said St. John’s has lots of
environmental projects on the books –
from planned naturalized storm retention
ponds to detailed policies on development
in wetland areas. He said the city’s draft
municipal plan, Envision St. John’s, includes

“environmental systems” as one of its core
themes.
To St. John’s’ credit, earlier this year the city
became the first in Atlantic Canada to join
David Suzuki’s Blue Dot movement, which
says humans have a right to clean air, clean
water, and safe food, and commits St. John’s
to rally the province for better environmental
legislation. But the city does lack a direct,
results-oriented environmental sustainability
policy – even if, as Lane argued, the
environmental values of its draft Envision plan
are “driving all decisions” by city staff.
It’s one thing to say city decisions are
always informed by environmental concerns
and environment-themed sections of city
planning documents. It’s quite another to
set firm, visible sustainability goals that
commit to results – as other, more proactive
Canadian cities have done. Actions make
the difference on environmental change, not
value statements.
O’Leary said cities such as Vancouver, whose
mayor Gregor Robertson has become a
national leader in city-rooted environmental
initiatives and goal-setting, have made
concrete commitments to reduce carbon
emissions and waste. “He’s a mayor who
gives a damn and thinks that the city should
have a role, and I believe St. John’s should be
going down that same path,” she said.
Lane said a unified environment-related
policy would make a “huge difference”
for St. John’s. “I think if we came
out and said, ‘we endeavour
to be a sustainable city by,
say, 2030,’ and put some
measurable goals on that,
that’s hugely motivational,”
he said, adding a direct
environmental goals policy would
mean “accountability to what our actions are
as a council.”
Nevertheless, St. John’s still doesn’t have
such a unified environmental plan. Lane said
he’s not sure why, but he doesn’t think it’s
something the city is currently pursuing.
Unless that changes, St. John’s will
continue to lack the over-arching targets
needed for public accountability and
motivation on environmental sustainability.
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The Math of
Minimum Wage:
It’s Just Not
Enough
BY AMY STOODLEY

In an attempt to put more
money in the pockets of low
income earners, last month
the provincial government
increased minimum wage
from $10.25 to $10.50 an hour.
But some working poor say an extra quarter
an hour isn’t enough to bring them out of
poverty.
Let’s do the math:
The average Canadian household spends
almost $8,000 a year on food. In St. John’s,
the average two-bedroom rental unit goes
for $785 a month. That’s more than $17,000
JUST for food and rent. Here in this province,
someone working for minimum wage makes
a little less than $20,000 a year. After food
and rent, the minimum wage earner will have
about $3000 left over. That’s $250 a month
to pay for heat, light, transportation and
everything else.
Katie Whelan knows what it’s like to struggle
to make ends meet making minimum wage.
She worked as a cashier at McDonalds before
having a baby last year. Even though her
partner makes $15 hour and she is collecting
employment insurance, the couple struggles
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to support their child. “There are days that
we can’t afford food because with a family
comes a lot of bills. We put off some bills often,
because we need food for our child at least so
he's taken care of.”
Whelan says it’s impossible to survive on
minimum wage and an extra $0.25 an hour is
not enough to help low-income families like
hers. So, this fall she decided to go back to
school to study photography. For now, she’s
surviving on a student loan and her partner’s
$15 an hour. “It causes a lot of stress really, but
we still try and get through. Sometimes we have
to ask for loans from family and friends and
then pay them back … The days we do have all
of our bills paid and formula and food paid for,
we might have 5 dollars left to our name”
While $0.25 an hour isn’t enough to help
families like Whelan’s, it’s just enough to
put pressure on small businesses. Vaughn
Hammond is with the Canadian Federation
of Independent Business. He says the local
retailers will be forced to pass the increase
off to prices paid by consumers. “If they can’t
increase prices, either they reduce hours,
they reduce staff, they delay investment or
expansions.” Employers can’t pay better wages
if there’s just not enough money in the bank.
Hammond says tax reduction is a better
solution. He says the provincial government
should raise the threshold to remove lowincome earners from provincial taxes. “If
the ultimate goal is to put more money
back in the pockets of low income earners,
it is not through minimum wage increases,
because that’s harmful to small businesses.
Government should look at the low income
tax reduction program as that’s the vehicle to
put more money back in the pockets of low
income earners.”
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Dave Lane on the Citizen-Council
Collaborations That are Reimagining
the City of St. John’s
As you’ve likely heard: Water
Street needs a refresh. We’re
upgrading the underground,
which will impact the above
ground, and the City’s been
asking how we should go
about it. It’s the latest in a
string of comprehensive
“engagements” the City has
undertaken with the public
to help develop policies and
carry out projects.

services to provide, how to provide them, and
then reacting to complaints, we’re now truly
including citizens in the process.
We’re literally saying to everyone, “What
should we do? How should we do it? Ok,
here’s what you said and what we’re going
to do based on that input. Sound ok?” I think
that’s a big deal.
So, back to the Water Street project. We
asked the first question, “What should we
do?” and right away we encountered one of
the complexities of engagement: that’s a very
broad question, and we got a lot of answers.
Our staff and consultants took all that input
-- which was gathered online and in person --

Hopefully you’ve heard of at least a couple

and filtered it into consumable themes.

of these engagements, because an informed
public is a key component of successful

One theme was “More a Destination, Less

engagement. We recently launched a new

a Thoroughfare.” It’s a street, yes, but that

Parks and Open Space Master Plan that will

doesn’t mean we want to just drive past.

see us better maintain and enhance all of our

Water Street is, and should be, a hub of

outdoor recreational space. The engagement

activity. Let’s make sure any changes only

was wide-ranging, a lot of fun, and led to a

enhance its appeal as a place to meet up, dine,

beautiful (and usable) document.

dance, and do business.

There’s also Kenmount Terrace Community

One approach to achieving that goal is

Park, the newest upcoming addition to

another theme, “A Flexible Street.” I love this

our beautiful municipal parks collection.

one because it can enable lots of fun things

We struck a steering committee for that

to happen like street festivals, sidewalk

project, which consisted of residents of that

shopping, and perhaps a professional busker

community to help ensure it will meet the

or two to add to the auditory ambiance.

needs of the people who live nearby.
See what’s going on here? We’re taking the

PS
WORKSHO
BUSINESS
TS
S
TI
FOR AR
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Grant Writing for Nonprofit
Arts Organizations
1pm – 3:30pm
Join ArtsNL to navigate your way through the grant
application process for the Sustaining Program for
Professional Arts Organizations, and the Annual
Operating Program for Professional Arts Organizations.

Bravo! - Supporting the Arts Info Session
3:30pm – 4pm
Learn what Cox & Palmer looks for in a sponsor,
and what has been accomplished through the
BRAVO! program.
Free | No Registration Required
Foran-Greene Room City Hall
www.businessandartsnl/seminars

And who could forget the 2014 Winter

real concerns and ideas of real people and

Maintenance Review which led to, among

using them to direct how we build our real

many other improvements, enhanced

city. Isn’t that really awesome?! This is just

sidewalk clearing? That review makes

the beginning. Right now we’re forging a

me particularly proud, because it clearly

working relationship between the many small

demonstrated that Council and staff are taking

businesses along the Street and the engineers

resident concerns seriously and are prepared

who will carry out the major construction.

to make changes where needed.

That’s a much more nuanced and focused
component of engagement, but it’s all part of

These efforts represent a dramatic shift

our new approach to doing things as a team

that’s occurring in how City Hall interacts

-- a community. What do you think? Want to

with residents. Instead of just deciding what

chat about it? We’re all ears ...
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BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

Water (Street) On The Brain
9 More Ideas Worthy of Consideration.
It’s heartening to see the
City consulting with the
public about what to do

‘IGH LINE. This
concept, a reclaimed
elevated rail line
celebrating our

during and after the great

surrender of the train

tear up of Water Street.

and veneration of the automobile mimics a

People are calling it “The
Big Dig” after that massive
infrastructure project
undertaken in Boston to

successful model in New York City. But there
are concerns that, being narrow gauge, it will
not be wide enough and amblers may fall off
the edge into the trench below.
CRONY HOLE. The last hire or appointment

bury roads and green the

on merit in Newfoundland and Labrador

place up.

was made, by accident, in Bay L’Argent in

As it stands we are merely rooting out

thousands of political cronies will be in need

some old sewage pipes, replacing them and

of a bunker (and a vault) to hide from the

covering them back over, so our scheme is

torch mobs.

1976. If and when it all comes crashing down

probably better described as “the frig dig.”
There have been a number of intriguing

BEER PIT. Sort of an ultra-George Street; a

alternatives to the status quo presented,

pit, knee deep in sick, where

pedestrianizing the street or parts of it and so

drunken yomyocks could go to beat one

on, but my favorites look like they are going to

another senseless for the amusement of on

be ignored.

looking crowds. Tourists will love this.

ESCAPE TUNNEL. Danny Dumaresque’s

MUNICIPAL CHAMBER OF SECRETS.

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Handel’s Messiah
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11 & SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12
8:00PM • BASILICA OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST

notion to use the dig as an opportunity to

An underground bunker in which City Council

begin tunneling to Europe to escape from

can meet, clandestinely, to make decisions

the ever more deranged Canadians gets top

that contravene existing municipal guidelines.

NSO SINFONIA
MARC DAVID conductor

whether it’s affordable at the rates Danny is

VELODROME. I mean, bike lanes, screw ‘em

charging to manage the project.

right? Where do we think we are living? In the

MARTHA GUTH soprano
DANIEL CABENA countertenor
BENJAMIN BUTTERFIELD tenor
NATHANIEL WATSON baritone

ranking conceptually but I am uncertain

21st century or something? “Park Free or Die!”
TOTALLY PARKING. A Parking Theme

All those who insist on peddling bikes about

park, eliminating through traffic and replacing

town could go around in circles literally, as

it with a celebration of different styles of

well as figuratively.

PHILHARMONIC CHOIR
OF THE NSO

parking; lots, garages, towers, on street and
off seems appropriate but begs the question

MOAT. Turning Water Street into a protective

how one will drive to get there.

moat is probably the proposal with the
greatest chance of success. The price is right,

HERITAGE GRAVEYARD. The remains of

we just dig the trench and it floods itself. And

the built heritage we destroy could be dumped

it’s necessary as tests of the harbour fence

into the open ground so that archeologists

demonstrate that it can be hauled down by

from a future civilization could appreciate

only six of Saladin’s horses when the Muslim

what we do not.

hoards attack.

TICKETS $25/$30

available at the Arts & Culture Centre
Box Office 729-3900, online at
artsandculturecentre.com,
and at the concert.

nsomusic.ca
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Wandering Pavilion is Wondering
What You Want in Your
Neighbourhood
Emily Campbell, an intern
in architecture at Fougere
Menchenton Architecture, is
spearheading an ambitious
project called the Wandering
Pavilion. The Wandering
Pavillion is a temporary
structure that wanders
around St. John’s changing
function as it moves.
It could be a wifi hub one day, vegetable stand

The wandering
pavilion could be a
wifi hub one day,
vegetable stand or
outdoor stage the
next.

Focus on Downtown East

involve the people attending the sessions

and day-to-day

October 27th 7:00-9:00pm

while the pavilion wanders. For example, a

understanding of the issue at hand” to the

at the Lantern on Barnes Road

local dance group who attends the focus on

bring our “deep

art session may perform an interactive piece

table, while specialists, like an architect, can
“build on this information by layering their

Focus on Food

knowledge of building codes, best practices,

November 2nd, 2:00-4:00pm

and project management experience.”

at Mallard Cottage

in Bannerman Park next summer.”
To give another example, “the result of the
Focus on Business session may be that local

For example, “If we were talking about

Focus on Quidi Vidi

business owners decide they need a way

redesigning a hospital, then it would be the

November 4th, 7:00-9:00pm

to mitigate the upcoming construction on

nurses, doctors, maintenance crew, and

at Quidi Vidi Plantation

Water Street.”

or doesn’t,” and their input would inform the

Focus on Downtown West

In this circumstance the Wandering Pavilion

design and implementation of it.

November 10th, 7:00-9:00pm

may be set up as an information hub.

at Victoria Park Poolhouse

Alternatively it could be set up as multiple

patients who would understand what works

or outdoor stage the next. The project is

stages for buskers to perform on creating

expected to launch in the summer 2016. Its

They have also begun holding six public

temporary “pop-up” nature would allow us to

consultation sessions, each with a separate

Focus on Art

an event that brings people downtown even

test what works where in the city. “Wikipedia

focus. Campbell says the discussions with

November 12th, 7:00-9:00pm

though the street is under construction.Each

defines public engagement as the involvement

community members and organizations will

at the Eastern Edge Gallery

session will be facilitated by someone within

of specialists listening to, developing their

determine what the pavilion is used for and

understanding of, and interacting with, non-

where it is placed.

specialists,” Campbell says, “but the way I see

the focus group or community to be addressed.
Each session will take the format of a

While each session is organized slightly

“charette,” a term architects use to describe

differently, all sessions are open to the public.

ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS

a brief but intensive way of generating a

Focus on Business

design solution. At the end of each session,

More information can be found on

In her mind, the specialists need us, the

October 21 4:30-6:30pm

the organizers hope the group can agree on

the facebook page, facebook.com/

public, to help this initiative. We the public

at the Rocket Room

one or two uses for the pavilion. “We hope to

Wanderingpavilion.

engagement is a little different.”

st

Must
Try
Coffee
Tonic
1 oz. Third Place tonic
2 oz. fizzy water
1 shot espresso poured over ice

was as strong as the cinchona. Friends in the
restaurant industry immediately wanted more
and he had inquiries for commercial orders and
an offer to buy the recipe. At this point, Meades
decided he needed his old friend as more than
just a drinking buddy. He called in Smith who
had, by now, years of business and marketing
CHECK OUT
THEIR TASTING
EVENT, DURING
THE AFTERNOON
OF NOV. 14TH AT
O'LEVA OILS

experience within the food industry. Together
they fine-tuned the basic recipe of cinchona,
citrus, and lemongrass, with lavender, tea, and,
thanks to Smith’s palate, kaffir lime leaves, and
then started production using the community
commercial kitchen of The Benevolent Irish

The First-rate Story
of The Third Place Tonic
BY EMILY DEMING

Gin and tonic is the iconic drink of

Society beneath the co-working and start-up
Not long after that, Meades went to live

spaces of Common Ground. This tonic is “third

and work in Sub Saharan Africa. During his

place” even when in its “second place.”

second bout of malaria while there, he was
given cinchona bark to chew along with

Thanks to Stephen Lee of Mallard Cottage

his prescribed anti-malarial medications.

and his enthusiasm for the product, Third

Cinchona, a plant native to the Andean forests

Place Tonic has been live tested in Mallard’s

of South America, was once upon a time the

cocktails all summer. They’ve even developed

sole source of quinine extract for tonic water.

a G & T ritual for the purists, where you

Westerners out of their element. It is

mix the drink yourself at your table from

Dan Meades has worked
most of his life on poverty
reduction; ensuring safe
and accessible “first and
second” places (i.e. “home”
and “work”).

inoculation against the chaos of disease

“It was not a pleasant taste, [but] that earthy

the tonic, soda water, and gin. The product

made palatable: lime to prevent scurvy,

flavour and bitterness stuck with me,” says

officially launched in early October and, as of

quinine “tonic” as anti-malarial, sugar and

Meades. The mass market tonics available

November 1st, is available for retail at O’leva

soda to make the medicine go down, and

today use laboratory derived quinine and

Olive Oils and Rocket Bakery. It is also served

gin to forget you will have to fight these

are far removed from the tonic rationed out

at Mallard Cottage, Raymond’s, The Merchant

elements all over again tomorrow. Gin and

to the British in India in the 1800s. Now

Tavern, and Adelaide Oyster House.

tonic is about owning your exile; gin and

that Meades had experienced the astringent

tonic is hardship borne with neat style.

pucker of raw cinchona, he knew the sad

Production will, for now, remain small batch.

truth that “quinine extract made in a lab is

Smith and Meades sign every bottle and

Now he and his business partner, Kris Smith,

Meades and Smith have been bearing up and

to traditional quinine what banana flavoured

stand by every pour. It can be used in complex

have turned their attentions to “the third

“teaching [each other] how to live” since they

kids’ medicine is to a banana.”

cocktails, as a non-alcoholic addition to a

place”; a sociological concept referring to a

met at Memorial University’s “third place”

community’s traditional meeting place (cafes,

drinking cocktail hour gin and tonics at The

No longer willing to dilute good gin with

iced coffee tonic. But it was created as the

parks, barber shops, pubs). Their newly

Breezeway student union bar. Smith was in

bad tonic, Meades began boiling bark and

perfect partner to a dry gin. As Meades says,

launched small batch Third Place Tonic is

his first year of a degree in commerce and

experimenting with a new version of the

“there are few flavour complements that are

bringing friends, restauranteurs, and bar staff

Meades, in Smith’s words, “was in his 12th or

old standard at home. Last year he bottled

perfect: apples, pastry, and cinnamon is one;

together in consensus wherever it is poured.

14 year” of English and Business.

some up for Christmas gifts and the reaction

gin and [Third Place] tonic is another.”

th

soda or as the crux of the divine (and trending)

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK
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All the colours of Fall...
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Gettin’ Sticky
with it: Woody’s
Bar-B-Q Now
Open on Water
Street
In 1980, Woody and Yolanda
Mills turned their passion for
barbecue and their “dog-eared
collection of recipes” into
“a dining experience in the
tradition of the South’s great
hometown BBQ shacks.”

SOUL
351 WATER STREET

!
e
p
a
c
s
Let's E
COSTA RICA RETREAT
February 27-March 5, 2016
4 rooms left!

30 DAY
CHALLENGE
starts
November 16!
novayogaonline.com / 743.8303

The resulting chain, Woody’s Bar-B-Q, is the
latest addition to the downtown dining scene.
Though it’s a chain, it is the cuisine many say
has been lacking on Water Street: a Southern
BBQ spot. Woody’s has taken over the space
once occupied by The Chop House — across
from the courthouse on Water Street.
It’s a franchise whose origin is in Florida: this’ll
be their 12th spot in Canada, and will be run by
a mother and son team: Pam Green and Warren
Pardy. Dan Masters, President of Woody’s
operations in Canada, says “the response
we have had so far in Canada has been
overwhelming. Woody’s is the only national
Southern Barbecue chain in Canada. This is
real Southern Barbecue slowly smoked using
traditional methods.”
Dan was a customer of Woody’s himself once,
while visiting The Southern States, and clearly
liked it enough to acquire the Canadian rights.
“If anyone serves a better product than what we
will offer Canadians I haven’t found it.”
Woody’s Bar-B-Q also offers take-out and
catering. On the menu, you’ll find apps
like deep-fried pickles, corn nuggets, and
Georgian stew, to mains like “Sloppy Woody”
sandwiches, Texas-style brisket, and of
course ribs, ribs, ribs. There’s also all-youcan eat wings for $12.99 on Mondays.“We
smoke our wings as a first step in the cooking
process which gives them a unique amazing
flavour even before we add the sauce or rub
the customer has ordered.”
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From This Rock
Culinary Tour
Coming to an End
This Month
BY EMILY DEMING

Three Weeks. Twelve stops.

Local Plonks
MEGAFOOD
10% OFF
UNTIL
WOMEN’S
NOVEMBER
30
OR MEN’S ONE
DAILY WITH FREE
BALANCED B COMPLEX

Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P
Syrahs of the south, but

local suppliers. The Restaurant

FAMILLE PERRIN’S
LES CONRUDS
Find it in the France Section

Association of Newfoundland

$21.24

(why they don’t ease the brake on the

Over sixteen chefs. Bushels of

John’s chapter of the Canadian
This Rock Culinary Tour” is on
the road and (likely) been in a
kitchen near you.
With support from the Forestry and Agrifoods
Agency and the Department of Fisheries and
Aquaculture, regional chefs and local farmers
are collaborating to highlight issues of Food
Security and their local solutions. This is not a
lecture circuit. It is a culinary tour of multicourse dinner events featuring travelling teams
of chefs from our best restaurants. These
roving bands of feast-makers work with the
permanent chefs at each venue they visit, to
help build a meal that will showcase the bounty
that is available hyper-locally.
In 2011, chefs and farmers from around St
John’s held a day’s worth of sessions capped
off with a supper. The next year it became
a tour with three chefs and six stops. It has
been growing and rolling ever since. The
big news this year is that it is now literally a
“provincial” event as it has moved beyond just
the Newfoundland capital and outports and has
added a stop in Labrador. The tour organizers
had wanted to include Labrador for years, but
the costs involved in transportation, along with
the untested market, held them back. This
year the decision was made to add the stop
no matter the logistics. Provincial Air Lines
(PAL) agreed to sponsor one of the four seats
needed to fly the chefs and staff organizer up,
and demand was not an issue as the event
scheduled in Happy Valley-Goose Bay was one
of the first to sell out.

14.5% alcohol, a bit “high”
booze is a mystery) and demands being

and Labrador (RANL) and the St.
Culinary Federation’s “From

still suffers from being, at

MegaFood Women’s & Men’s One Daily
Multi-Vitamins provide wholesome
nourishment in a convenient one a day multivitamins made from a variety of gently dried,
fresh whole foods and organic herbs. MegaFood
Balanced B Complex delivers the ideal balance
of B vitamins found naturally in farm fresh foods.

The Syrah grape makes wine the

decanted for at least an hour before

length of the Rhône in France. It’s best

drinking. Still a bargain at the price. It

from the northern reaches where, on

shows thyme and rosemary, and can

steep river banks it can create truly

tackle big meat flavours. While it is ready

magnificent wines that have notes of

to drink now, it will improve in a poor

blackberry, blueberry, black olive, even

man’s cellar for another eight years.

bacon fat and can have beguiling violet
aromas. Those are the famed wines of

completely out of reach for we regular

J.MOREAU & FILS
VOUVRAY DEMI-SEC
Find it in the France Section

janes and joes. Farther south, Syrah is

$18.09

featured as the muscle in millions of

The J.Moreau & Fils Vouvray Demi-Sec

gallons of “Côtes du Rhône” wines, and

has delicate, appealing aromas not

has a bit part in some Chateauneuf-du-

unlike mock orange or honeysuckle.

Pape. As Shiraz in Australia, it is baked

It has a cute tang mediated by a light

within an inch of its life to produce a

butteriness. The alcohol at 11% is just

sort of cartoon version of the wine of

right. By no means a top example, but

the Avignon Popes. Cooler

a wonderfully affordable introduction

Hermitage, Cornas and Côte-Rôtie. They
16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

This is harvest time in Newfoundland and
Labrador and the tour is taking advantage of
the end of season riches. The menus are not
announced ahead of time. The chefs arrive at
each town and see what has been brought
in from the various participating farms and
seafood suppliers, and they set about preparing
with whatever that may be. Judging from the
opening night dinner this year, in Port au Basque
on October 15th, where the first team of chefs
(headed by Roary Macpherson, The Sheraton)
were greeted with fresh ingredients from seven
area farms in addition to local suppliers of cod
and mussels, they had more than enough to
work with. With Andrea Maunder (Bacalao, St
John’s) making a kale and apple salad to start
the first meal off on a crisp, healthy, fall note,
and cucamelons ready for harvest at Roots
Country Farm in Bay Roberts for the last night
of the tour, this was a fresh and delicious year
for From This Rock.
For more information on these events or to
buy tickets visit RANL.ca. The grand Finale
will be hosted by Jonathan Richler of The
Jewish Deli at The Sheraton in St John’s on
November 5th.

can be astonishing and are priced to be

climate Syrah from North

to Vouvray and French-grown

America can be very good.

Chenin Blanc, of which this wine

The Perrins make a wide

is 100% composed. It has distinct

range of wines from the

pear flavours and a

ordinary to the grand. They

judicious sweetness (the

don’t make anything truly

demi-sec part) that will

awful. Their Les Conruds

bring honey to mind. This

from the area of Vinsobres

stuff doesn’t need food to

is pitched as, being from

reveal itself, but can

vineyards halfway up the

work well, as few

valley, a sort of northern

wines do, with some

expression of Syrah from

Chinese flavours

the south. Nah, it’s really

like hoisin or char

a southern style Côtes du

siu, even “sweet and

Rhône, 50/50 Syrah and

sour.” It was great

Grenache. It does have a

with a roast chicken.

lighter touch than many

This is one you
must try.
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Local Lunches
for Less than $10
BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS
For this, and the next 4 issues of The Overcast, we’ll highlight a decent cheap meal
somewhere on The Avalon. We are going for diversity here: fast food, cafes, upscale
date spots, hip, traditional, downtown, and beyond the overpass. Our inaugural pick
is Leo’s Fish and Chips on Freshwater Road.
COD BITES WITH “FEW” FRIES. 9.25 (+tax). The “few” fries option at Leo’s is a
good one. It is cheap and you still get a true pile of hot fresh chips. Their fish is never
below par. This meal is enough to split with your small fry, or fill up one hungry belly.
BACON CHEESEBURGER 4.75 (+tax) WITH SMALL
FRIES 3.95 (+tax). The bacon cheeseburger and small
fries could best be compared to your favourite roadside
grease den offerings of the same. A compact nugget of
carbs, meat, and cheese, placed lovingly beside fries not
quite as golden as possible, but darn close (full crispy
points awarded). A satisfying classic done right.

Leo’s Fish
& Chips
Atmosphere: old
school. Best
kind.

All about Your
Moose, B’y
BY BADGE

18th century Newfoundland
had something of a wild-west
vibe: The Reid family had just
finished the Newfoundland
railroad through the
interior, creating an influx of
pioneers wishing to exploit
our suspected abundance
of resources. Prospectors,
lumber companies, and coal
magnates hoped to change
the fate of a Newfoundland
economy otherwise completely
dependent on the cod fishery.
In an attempt to get wealthy Europeans
onboard with investing in Newfoundland
(think: The Dragon’s Den – Buchans Edition),
Newfoundland was branded all over as a
majestic wilderness teeming with salmon and
caribou ripe for the killing. Thousands of VanPelt-looking English hunters holding caribou
antlers over their heads came with the
understandable consequence of decimating
the island’s caribou population.
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Moose have become something of a problem.
They have caused many traffic accidents over
the years. In forested areas, moose snack on
Black Spruce and Balsam Fir tree saplings
which really sabotage regrowth efforts. The
Moose Population Reduction program has
been created to quell areas with problematic
populations – the meat from which is given to
charity or to hunters with disabilities.
Poaching in Canada has lead to an almost
universal ban of selling wild game meat:
except for Nunavut and Newfoundland.
Here, any hunter may request a licence to
sell game meat and any purveyor wishing
to procure that meat may apply for a
licence to purchase. The transition must be
documented, the licence recorded and the
amount of meat and money both disclosed.
The purveyor may then serve the meat in a
restaurant or as a food product – not raw. A
ferryland butcher recently faced jail time for
selling raw meat.
So, Newfoundland is in a very interesting
culinary position.
Nova Scotia Chef Jason Lynch made headlines
in recent years rallying for the right to serve
deer in his restaurant. In Quebec, having only
recently lost the right to do so due to overpoaching, ten restaurants were given the right
to serve select game animals on their menus.

Enter Alces Americana – The North American
Moose.

Nationally, people are crying out for the same
rights that we have always had – to serve and
share our natural bounty. So, if someone offers
you a moose roast this winter: cherish it.

James Howley got the idea to introduce moose
to the island in 1904: primarily to be killed for
sport in the wake of having just killed way
too many caribou. Having learned from their
mistakes, the Newfoundland Government
introduced the first regulated hunt surrounding
moose in 1935 with 80 licences sold.

When cooking game, keep it simple - it is
already amazing: raised on trees and wild
lichens, not just corn and soy. Think whole
vegetables, simple sauces, fresh herbs, and
local jams.

In 1972, a lottery system was installed. One’s
likelihood of winning the moose lottery is
determined by their past successes and
adherence to hunting regulations. This year,
2015, the moose hunt issued 31,005
licences to independent hunters with
an estimated 63% collection rate.
The moose population has soared to
over 150,000.

Or better yet – go hunting. If you have
come to grips with meat in the first place,
nothing will give you an appreciation for
what you are eating like
stalking, shooting, gutting,
quartering, skinning,
hanging and butchering an
animal yourself. It’s a lot of
time to contemplate your relationship
with what you choose to consume.
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Worth Your Dime

Select November Events

International
Food & Craft Expo

For comprehensive event listings or to add your own events:
theovercast.ca/events

IRISH MOVIE MONDAYS

SPIRIT SONG FESTIVAL

MONDAYS @BRIDIE MOLLOY’S

NOV. 7-8TH @ LSPU HALL

The first ever Irish Language Film Series will

The St. John’s Native Friendship Centre (SJNFC)

is proudly presenting the first ever festival
be screened in St. John’s this month, every
celebrating & showcasing Indigenous culture
Monday night at Bridie Molloy’s on George
in Newfoundland. The Spirit Song Festival is
Street. The range of subtitled Irish films will
a two day event, happening this November
include a whirlwind of genres, from drama to
7th & 8th. The idea sprung from a performance
thriller and horror. And entrance is free! Will
there be popcorn? Even better: curry chips
hosted at the LSPU Hall two years ago by the
will be served during the screenings. All films
SJNFC. The evening was a great success, selling
were shot in Ireland, and made in conjunction
out two consecutive nights, and nearly selling
with Irish language television station, TG4.
out a third. Friendship Centre Youth Manager
Some Irish language phrases will be taught
Stacey Howse felt that it was time to revive and
immediately prior to the film by native Irish
expand this event, giving way to the festival.
teacher Sinead Ni Mheallaigh who is teaching
On Saturday, November 7th, the Spirit Song
Irish Gaelic in MUN this year. Anyone with
Festival launches with a Gala at the LSPU Hall.
“cupla focal” (a few words) will be encouraged
The event begins in the Cox & Palmer Second
to use them. Movies include comedy-thriller
Space with a Mi’kmaq visual art showcase.
Bronntanas (NOV.2), about a lifeboat crew who
Ticket holders will then move to the main
receive a distress call on a stormy night to
discover a fishing boat whose only passenger
hall upstairs for performances by local First
is a dead woman and her cargo: a million
Nations Group Wape’k Mui’N, local all-women’s
Euros worth of drugs. Kings (NOV.9) tells the
all-nations drum group Eastern Owl, a reunion
story of Irish friends who, after emigrating
performance by Inuit throat singing, drumming
to England 30 years previously, meet for the
and dance group The Blake Sisters, and a hoop
funeral of a friend. Na Cloigne - the Heads
dance, black light performance by Regina’s
(NOV.23) is a supernatural thriller, which tells
Terrance Littletent. Following this incredible and
the story of a young couple who become
inspiring evening of performing art, festivalcaught up in the gruesome murders of two
goers will head back downstairs for a reception
young women. Cre na Cille (NOV.30) is a darkly
featuring contemporary Mi’kmaq cuisine. Day
humourous tale which portrays the intense
two of the festival brings a series of visual and
jealousy and hatred between two
performances art workshops hosted at the
sisters, which worsens with
Native Friendship Centre and the Arts
age and continues into the
& Culture Centre. Workshop themes
afterlife. Based on the
include hoop dancing, throat singing,
book studied by many
Check out
in school, Cre na Cille
irishevents.webs.com
stone carving and Raku clay firing.
for more Irish events
brings the story to life
For more information and to purchase
Sinead is spearheading
and explores ancient
festival passes, contact the Native
this month
Irish beliefs and society.
Friendship Centre (709) 726-5902.

Celebrating and Promoting Cultural Diversity
and Business Development in Newfoundland and Labrador

CBS

ST. JOHN’S

PARADISE

10:00 am – 5:00 pm
(Royal Canadian Legion, Kelligrews)

10:00am – 5:00pm
(Holiday Inn)

10:00am – 4:00pm (Rotary Paradise
Youth and Community Centre)

Featuring Local and International
Food, Crafts and Entertainment.
Dance performances by Bollywood
Jig and Jill Dreaddy Dance Co and
Face painting by Magical Smiles.
Great Door prizes.

Featuring Local and International
Food, Crafts and Entertainment.
Dance performances by Bollywood
Jig and Jill Dreaddy Dance Co and
Face painting by Magical Smiles.
Great Door prizes.

Featuring Local and International
Food, Crafts and Entertainment.
Dance performances by Bollywood
Jig and Jill Dreaddy Dance Co and
Face painting by Magical Smiles.
Great Door prizes.

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

ADMISSION

Sunday, October 18, 2015

$3 (Free admission for children
10 years & under)

Sunday, November 8, 2015

$5 (Free admission for children
10 years & under)

Sunday, November 22, 2015

$3 (Free admission for children
10 years & under)

CONTACT - zharuna@warp.nfld.net - 722-8103

distinctively
crafted
sound
AVAILABLE ONLY AT

O’BRIEN’S
haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958
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Country Hymns Might
Crown Peter Willie
Youngtree as NL’s New
King of Country
BY CHAD PELLEY

If we’re talking country,
actual country – before the
genre was inundated with
high-gloss, made-for-radio,
unnaturally produced singles
– then Peter Willie Youngtree
might be the best thing
in local country since the
disappearance of Joe Belly.

What makes the album shine is its originality:
Youngtree is an authentic country musician,
but he’s not just rehashing his genre, he’s
reinventing it, to suit his songwriting style.

Like a true troubadour, Peter Willie gets around.
He says a stint as a vagabond landed him in
Nashville in 2009. “I took a few things away
from my brief stay in Nashville. One was that
songwriters are tradespeople. Carpenters build
houses; songwriters write songs - each can be
done in an artistic way or in a practical way, and
both styles are quite okay. That freed up some of
the internal pressure I'd often felt about writing
songs - they don't need to be works of art, I can
just craft them and move on.”

Lyrically, Youngtree is an old soul; the songs
are about something, and they’re heartfelt.
They cover the two grounds that make sense
for the genre: the dark side of love and the
pondering life’s meaning. The opening track
covers both grounds, “And we all dream of
success but no one dreams of the cost / Until
you wind up holding your money like a lover,
but all your love is lost.”

The trip laid the seeds from which Youngtree
sprung, so to speak. “There were people there
from all over the world, trying to build careers
as songwriters and performers – hearing and
seeing them led me to believe I could do the
same thing, with the right songs.”
Youngtree also spent time in June playing on
a traveling train, as Via Rail’s Artist on Board.
“The performer just sits or stands where he
or she can find a place among the rest of the
folks in the lounge car. People pop by for a
while, or stay for the entire performance. It's
very folky, with natural storytelling moments
and conversations.”

This is one of the better, more interesting
local albums of the year. It’s also, at times,
reminiscent of Steve Haley, one of the
province’s best modern songwriters. The
honky-tonkiest song, “Beauty, Just the
Same,” is an album standout, if only for the
clever turns of phrase that make it lodge in
your head.

Standouts include “Shadows of Leaves
Dancing on Your Skin,” “Spring Mountain,” a
simple tale of two lovers taking in the stars,
and how the simplest moments are the most
potent ones, and the musically lush “Oh, My
Companion,” which showcases some perfect
violin and guitar work from Ilia Nicoll & Vic
Lewis respectively (not to mention Mara
Pellerin’s back-up vocals). “Prayer for Our
Enemies,” a six-minute vocally driven song
about self-awareness is also a standout
that’s gotten quite a response so far. “I got a
message from [someone] who bought my CD,
who told me that they had to pull over while
driving and weep on the side of the road while
listening to it. That's what it's all about for
me. Music should have that power.”

Lady Brett
Ashley Breaks
From Folk Roots
With Fault Lines
BY LUKAS WALL

Drawing their name from
the strong and independent
female character of the same
name in Ernest Hemingway’s
The Sun Also Rises, Lady
Brett Ashley emerged out
of a series of RPM projects
by Heather Nolan, and
not unlike the character
in Hemingway’s novel, the
group has undergone plenty
of change – both in terms of
sound and personnel.
“I love folk music, but I don’t make it
[anymore],” says Lady Brett Ashley singer
and guitarist Heather Nolan, speaking of
the group’s growth. The band started out as
an all-female folk trio that quickly grew to
incorporate bass and drums, before suffering
a few quiet periods when members were
forced to put the band on the back burner.
“I am kind of an all or nothing person, and I
wanted it to be all, all the time,” Nolan says.
“There would always be setbacks that I didn’t
want to observe until they were setting us
back.” Despite these challenges, Lady Brett
Ashley reformed, and with a new lineup
and new energy, set to work on their latest
record this past summer.
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The band’s current line-up: Nolan, bassist
Brad Pretty, drummer Phil Kromer, and
Arn Smit on keyboards and piano, are now
stronger than ever according to Nolan,
and the lineup made for a much more
collaborative writing and recording process.
“This is the first time that the four of us
as we exist now – me, Arn, Brad, and Phil
– wrote almost everything together, as
opposed to me bringing a song and them
filling in stuff … it’s not me writing a song
and bringing it to the band anymore, it’s
me writing an idea or a hook and bringing
it, and all of us piecing the whole thing
together. And it’s awesome,” says Nolan.
All this growth and change as a band shows
through on Lady Brett Ashley’s latest
release Fault Lines. “We knew exactly what
we wanted to sound like,” Nolan says, “and
we wanted it to sound like a rock record,
not a folk record … I think there’s a pretty
big gap between our last release and this
one.” The band’s full-length debut is a much
bigger and more dynamic affair that shelves
Lady Brett Ashley’s folk roots for a fuller
rock sound. Driving drums, full and present
basslines, and spacey organs and electric
pianos expand the group’s sonic palette
and support Nolan’s crunchy guitar chords
and smoky vocals. Fault Lines is a grander,
heavier, and more mature chapter for the
band, and looks to carry them forward.
Lady Brett Ashley will release their
full-length debut album Fault Lines on
November 27th with a CD release show
at The Ship Pub. Fault Lines will also be
available during an early Lady Brett Ashley
pre-release performance at Fred’s Records
on November 14th. The group will be touring
the island in early December and setting out
across Atlantic Canada in
the spring.

PHOTO: CHRIS LEDREW

PHOTO: CARL HANSEN
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NOT JUST FOXY:
THAT'S HOT BY PROXY!
By Brad Pretty

By Chad Pelley
When you’ve already got 15 or more awards
on your mantle, and when you’re as good as
the internationally renowned, award-winning,
and plain talented Duane Andrews, you can’t
get any better, no, but you can certainly still
grow, experiment, and love what you do.
Duane Andrews proves this on his new release,
Conception Bay. For his latest album – yes,
another new one! – Duane explains it has “3
pillars” that reflect and blend three diverse
influences: Django-inspired jazz from the 30s
and 40s, traditional NL music, and some of
his latest interest: classical. It’s easily one of
his best releases: expect to see it on plenty
of 2016 award shortlists. If you can imagine
a set of reels set to a string quartet, you can
imagine it sounding no better than it would in
the hands of Duane and the quartet who join
him on Conception Bay. Any true music fan, no
matter what genre you gravitate towards, will
love the idea of “taking familiar things and doing
unfamiliar things with them.” By offering up a
broad range of styles in symbiosis, there are
perhaps more access points to his music than
ever. Do you like trad? Classical? Jazz? Fluid,
fabulous acoustic guitar (the likes of which you
could never muster yourself)? Well, it’s all here
on Conception Bay. And thanks to the blending
of genres, if you come for the jazz, you might
leave with an appreciation for classical, or trad.
“Adventure is part of the spirit of what’s going
on here,” Andrews says of the album. Mark
Your Calendars and catch Duane Andrews and
the Rhythm Futur string quartet for one of their
Conception Bay album release concerts. Here
in town, you can catch him November 14th at
The Ship. 8pm. Tickets are on sale at Fred’s
& O’Brien’s for $20. Or, you can be that cliché,
uncommitted townie and hope there’s still room
in there to pay at the door last minute.

Hot x Proxy’s “That's Hot x Proxy!” sizzles and
swoons. It's a sexy romp that unabashedly
reaches into the cock-rock spirit for inspiration,
marinating it with contemporary pop spices.
With hooks galore, the 6 songs settle into a
steady thrust, one that treads between seriously
catchy anthems and slightly more sensual
stretches. Peppered with tongue-in-cheek
cliches, it succeeds because rock music should
be fuckin' fun. “Tip the guitars, twirl the sticks,
kick the ceiling, deliver” declares lead singer
Lucas Coady, and it's a mentality flaunted
throughout their live show. Replete with outfits
and virile antics, the band's salacious sonics are
exposed to the public with sarcastic homages
to the grandeur of rock's hey-day. “Rock should
be a spectacle” says guitarist Chris Hynes. And
he's not wrong. Hynes also credits “growing
up on a heavy dose of St. John's Rock N' Roll”
with the band's snappy sound. “Fur Packed
Action, Bucket Truck, Trimmed Navel Beef, no
bands rocked harder than the bands my youthful
impressionable self rocked out to at Calio's
back in the day.” To Hot x Proxy, they're just one
of many keeping that unadulterated youthful
spirit alive. “There's a good vibe happening in
the St. John's rock scene. If there isn't then
we have been having too much fun to notice.”
Hidden beneath the frisky exterior, though, are
stylish samplings that deviate from the booming
choruses. “Better Off” and “Anita” begin as more
melancholic affairs, but hold up against their
more raucous brethren. “Starts When I Look
At You” wins this bachelor auction though; sly
and high harmonies will never do a good hook
wrong, and there's quite a
few of those to escort
you around the
racket condensed
in the six songs.

It might be their debut, but chances are you’ve
seen them at some point n the last 3 years,
at events like the NL Folk Festival, Writers at
Woody Point, the March Hare, or Folk Night
at the Ship. It never hurts to build an audience
before an album release, nor to road test the
tunes before committing them to tape. Allan
Byrne’s guitar work on the album is as varied
as it is good, and that’s a big part of why The
Blue Drop sound quite unlike anything else
happening in town right now – think equal parts
folk and country infused with saxophones and
fiddles. Not to box them in – every song on
the album feels like it came from a different
songwriter, which is in itself an impressive feat
that adds appeal to the album. Generally you
like a band or you don’t. But by displaying the
diversity of sound here, they’re appealing to a
multitude of tastes: one song for nan, another
for your cool kid cousin. More impressively:
there is a unified cohesion binding the varied
sounds together. They’ve also nailed the two
traits a duo must nail: solid harmonies (check)
and, with minimalistic songs like “Three
Chords” that place lyrics in the forefront, the
lyrics ought to count. They do here, and it helps
that Holly Hogan & Allan Byrne co-write half
their stuff with Holly’s husband: the acclaimed
poet and novelist, Michael Crummey. Lyrically
speaking alone, “Hey Grim Reaper” is simply
stellar stuff. They’ve even gotten the stamp of
approval from Canada’s finest musical lyricist,
John K. Samson. “Holly and Allan’s remarkable
collaboration brims with thoughtful harmonies,
profound insights, and exceptional skill." It
helps immensely that Byrne and Hogan are
joined on the album by a rotating cast of musical
characters who really know what they’re
doing. Flourishes of Hammond organ, upright
bass, mandolin, banjo, cello, violins, violas,
fiddles, and even trombone make appearances
throughout the album. But it’s the songs like
‘Three Chords” and “Something Blues” that
might shine the brightest: they’re folk-country
minus the twang, and imbued in blues and jazz
stylings. There are two covers on the album as
well: an interpretation of Tom Waits’
“I Want You/Blue Skies” and The
Magnetic Fields’ “The Book of Love.”
The latter is an immediate standout.

PHOTO: DAVID HOWELLS

NEW DUANE ANDREWS’
JAZZ-TRAD-CLASSICAL ALBUM IS
SUCCESSFULLY AMBITIOUS

By Chad Pelley

Catch Duane's album release,
with the Rhythm Futur Quartet,
November 14th at The Ship. 8pm.
Tickets are on sale at Fred’s &
O’Brien’s for $20.

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/HOTXPROXYMUSIC

Three New
Albums for Your
Every Mood

THE BLUE DROP:
DYNAMIC DUO’S BELATED DEBUT
LAUNCHING NOV. 4TH

"Sly and high harmonies will never
do a good hook wrong, and there's
quite a few of those to escort you
around the racket condensed in
these six songs."

PHOTO: FACEBOOK.COM/THEBLUEDROP
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Catch Blue Drop's album release
for Greater Things, Wednesday
November 4th at the LSPU Hall, 8pm.
There'll be some special guests
to boot.
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from certain jurors by local legends, new and
old. So, how’d we come up with the list? Five
regular contributors to The Overcast’s music
section picked 40 albums to consider, then
anonymously ranked (read: honestly ranked)
these albums from 0-5. Those points were
tabulated. For example, Kat McLevey, Hey
Rosetta, and Ouroboros all received 22 points.
Big thanks yous to these writers: Joanna
Barker, Brad Pretty, Alyson Samson, Lukas
Wall, and editor Chad Pelley, for their time and
patience in ploughing through the process.
We went with this model because expecting an
outside jury to listen to 100+ albums, carefully,
having never heard a lot of them, just wouldn’t
reliably happen. If you’ve managed an award
before, you know you’d just have jurors quickly
skimming albums, or voting for the stuff they
already knew.

The 2015 Borealis Music
Prize Longlist
Amelia Curran,
for They Promised You Mercy
Bleu, for It Comes in Waves

The Overcast’s
2015 Borealis Music
Prize Longlist

Like this year’s Canadian election, there are
definitely surprise exclusions, and maybe
even a surprise inclusion, and maybe even
a strategic voter who aimed to help round
out the spotlight other awards have already
granted certain artists this year. Who knows.
In any case, we all know there really is no such
thing as a “Best Album” anyway. It’d be a pretty
boring music scene if we all had a favourite
artist. The paper is sad about some of what
got left behind, but entirely standing behind
the strength of each longlisted album, and the
diversity of the longlist.
NOW WHAT, WHO MAKES THE
SHORTLIST FROM THE LONGLIST?
A gender-balanced roster of 18 local
musicians, media, and industry professionals:
Musicians Heather Nolan, Aley Waterman,

The Overcast’s
annual Borealis Music
Prize recognizes uncommon
talent, potential, and
originality in any genre of
music by a local artist.
It is a triple juried award, so whoever
wins really worked for it: the longlist, the
shortlist, and the winner are each picked by a
new, separate jury. This award is our way of
putting some of the best local albums of the
year on the radars of our readers who are not
going downtown every weekend at midnight

to hear local music. No one can buy an
album they’ve never heard of. We also cut
the winner a $1000 cheque, and make
them January’s cover story, among other
promotional perks.
WHO WAS ELIGIBLE?
Any album by a local artist released between
Oct. 14th, 2014, and Oct. 15th, 2015, that had 6
or more songs, and was at least 80% original
music.
HOW WAS THE LONGLIST
MADE, AND WHY?
That was tough. Really tough. So many strong
albums were left behind, including favourites

Megan Warren, Jon Hynes (last year’s winner!),
Steve Maloney (last year’s runner up!), and
Greg Hewlett; Media Types: Tom Cochrane (Old
Crow), Zach Goudie (CBC), Wendy Rose (The
Herald); Industry Types: Chrissy Dicks (Lawnya
Vawnya), Andrea Vincent (Lawnya Vawnya),
Mary MacDonald (the woman, the legend), and
Bonnie Fedrau (MusicNL), Glen
May (Shed Island), Tony
Murray (the man, the
legend), Gene Brown
(The Levee).
We’ll announce the
short list and its grand
jury in December's issue.

The award
will be given out as
part of an awards
gala on December
29th at Rocket
Room.

The Darts, for Zoo
The Domestics,
for Lovers and a Better Wage
Fog Lake, for Victoria Park
Gary & Whit, for Matches
Hey Rosetta, for Second Sight
Ilia Nicoll & Vic Lou,
for Drug’s Young Dream
Jonny and the Cowabungas,
for Walt and Derek’s Wild Ride
Kat McLevey, for Evergrown
Katie Baggs, for Wonderful Strange
Land of Lakes, For Land of Lakes
Long Distance Runners,
for Elements
Maans, For Maans
The Mudflowers,
for The Mudflowers EP
People on Pause, for Elvi$
Ouroboros, for Ouroboros
Peter Willie Youngtree,
for Country Hymns
The Swinging Belles,
for More Sheep Less Sleep
Terra, for Temples
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“Newfoundland
Clothing
Company”
Adorns Shirts
in Hand-drawn
Local Sayings
Gander’s James Smeaton is

a knee-jerk response to a situation. It was
actually the expression What Odds that got
the whole idea going because she had no
clue what it meant and I looked at her like
she had two heads.”
When he started researching existing products,
he found “a real lack of authentic, artistic, and
Newfoundland.” So he put his background in
business, design, and internet marketing to
use and “built a team of all-star talent.”
The shirts are produced by Papa John’s Print

than one, with a new line of

and operated by two brothers who were

& Graphics in Gander, a business owned
his neighbours on the street James grew

sayings of Newfoundland &

up on. Their background, conveniently,

Labrador.

they’re “unmatched with over forty years of
experience.”

Clothing Company — is as simple as

For the hand-drawn sayings, he

their mandate: make “clothing that

commissioned a local artist who specialized

speaks of home.” Their first line of

in typography. “We are a province of

clothing is available on their website:

characters and I wanted to build a shirt that

newfoundlandclothing.ca. It’s a series of

honors that character, moreover I believe

baseball tees, for men and women, adorned

this company has only begun to fulfill

in hand-drawn local sayings like “What Odds,”

that mission.

“havin’ a Yarn, and “Gotter Scald.”
The shirts will be done in limited runs.
“They also come with a beautifully

“Each shirt has a unique production number

embroidered Newfoundland Flag, with the

embroidered on it above the flag, and once

definition of the saying screen-printed on the

the first NL001s are gone, you will never

inside of the shirt,” says Smeaton.

see those exact shirts ever again. It’s a great
opportunity for collectors, and an even better
way to Rock Your Pride.”

began by identifying which phrases are the
best blend of uniqueness to Newfoundland,

They hope to expand the number of phrases

and the likelihood of someone relating to

to twenty before December in order to give

the phrase.” He says people can express

customers more range of choice when they

themselves through the shirts they choose.

are considering holiday gifts.

“Someone wearing a shirt that says ‘Fine
person is, which is to say you might be a

that she could not understand what I was
saying when I used Newfoundland slang in

BE

his mainlander wife. “She would tell me

AL
CLUB CH

M

The idea came from a language barrier with

NS

overcoming adversity and getting things done.”
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The Reels” suggests that a person “believes in
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towards it.” He says “Between The Jiggs And
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statements about life and one’s philosophy

O

bit complicated, or often find yourself in
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ET

Kettle of Fish’ says a lot about who that

troublesome situations. The shirts also make

BY LAUREN POWER

Wool: it’s one of the oldest and most common fabrics
for textiles. Historically, wool knitted clothing was
worn by labourers and fishermen throughout rural
England and Ireland, and wool knits are practically an
icon of home and comfort among Newfoundlanders.

was in apparel, and in Smeaton’s words,

The company’s name — Newfoundland

For James, “the process of making a shirt

Where to Get Your Wool In Town
In Time for the Winter

unique clothing that was actually produced in

keeping it local in more ways
clothing that celebrates the

Knits Getting Nippy Out
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When it comes to form and function, wool is a traditional favourite.We even have
our own wooly provider, the Newfoundland Local, which is a hardy, medium-sized
sheep that is found in multiple colours. For people who are getting ready to layer up
as our typically awesome autumn fades into another bitter winter, there are several
purveyors of fine woolen goods available throughout downtown.
NONIA (286 WATER STREET)
NONIA, previously known as the Newfoundland Outport Nursing and Industrial
Association was originally founded in 1920 as a means to raise funds to hire
medical care in outports through the sale of handknit garments. Today, a non-profit
organization stocks their location at 286 Water Street with handknit sweaters, socks,
hats, and mitts. Everything is hand-knit, all created by almost 200 knitters in homes
across the province: young and old, some doing it for the extra income. NONIA
produces a full range of classic and contemporary knits for men, women, children,
and babies, but their specialty is the classic Fisherman's pullover, with its intricate
stitches and cables. They also sell hats, mitts, scarves, and socks. Custom orders are
welcome, though you may be too late for custom Christmas orders: it takes about
eight weeks for one custom order, and Christmas is their busiest time of year.
THE NEWFOUNDLAND WEAVERY (177 WATER STREET)
Further down Water Street, The Newfoundland Weavery is another popular spot for
knit goods. “The name is a bit of a misnomer,” says Gale. “I started this place years
back as an independent weaver here on Water Street.” Loom enthusiasts may be
disappointed, but since then, it’s become a hub of local prints, regional goods, and
Christmas everything, as well as wool hats, mitts, and sweaters. “Wool is natural
and breathable,” says Shirley Thorne at NL Weavery. “And we also have lovely knits
in acrylic for those who can’t wear wool.” Newly arrived are alpaca scarves and
accessories, which are very popular. Alpaca has great wicking abilities compared to
wool, which will hold onto almost half of its weight in moisture (you know this
if your mitts have ever gotten sogged). Because alpaca hair is hollow,
it mechanically pushes the water away, while retaining more heat,
meaning no clammy hands. As nice as wool is, wool sweaters require
special care, as they are susceptible to damage from heat and rough
handling, especially when wet, so take care of your wooly coat, and
it’ll take care of you this winter.
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10 Nov @ 19h/7pm

Dégustations culinaires, spectacle de la Rose des Vents et amis et plus!
Food tasting, music by la Rose des Vents and friends, and much more!

12 Nov @ 19h/7pm

Soirée en musique avec Duane Andrews, vins et fromages, exposition d’art et plus!
Night of music with Duane Andrews, wine and cheese, art exposition, and more!

13 Nov @ 19h/7pm
Films de la Tournée du cinéma québécois, du Nickel Film Festival et plus!
Films from la Tournée du cinéma québécois, the Nickel Film Festival and more!

14 Nov @ 13h30/1:30pm

/ THE OVERCAST /
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Gratuit!
Free!

Billets : 10 $
Tickets: $ 10
Gratuit!
Free!
Gratuit!
Free!

Activités, ateliers, films familiaux et plus! ∙ Activities, workshops, family films and more!

14 Nov @ 19h30/7:30pm

Stef Paquette en spectacle avec invité spécial!
Stef Paquette in concert with special guest!

Une célébration de la culture francophone,
des artistes locaux et du vent!
A celebration of francophone culture,
local artists and the wind!

Billets : 15 $ - 18 $
Tickets: $15 - $18
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reflected on the stage, television, canvas,
or page. Gerry Squires was instrumental
in helping shape Newfoundland cultural
identity. He was part of a generation that
produced a period of sustained creativity
across disciplines that reflected and
validated a sense of self that could have
only evolved after Confederation, the
establishment of Memorial University, and
the glimmer of economic prosperity. It
would be the result of intense inquiry into
what it meant to be a Newfoundlander, the
questioning of authority and the rise of a
generation not directly impacted by the
poverty associated with World War II.
Think of the groundbreaking work done in
comedy by Codco, Figgy Duff in combining
rock and roll with traditional music,
innumerable plays and novels, and then
there was a holy trinity in the visual arts:
David Blackwood, Christopher Pratt and
Gerry Squires. This burst of creativity fed
a sense of discovery and pride for the
province. Blackwood mythologized the past,
Pratt interpretated the contemporary with
a cool minimalism, and Squires depicted
the landscape with the authority of a selfportrait that was never pretty. (He always
smiled when I said that.) Gnarled tree roots,

How Gerry Squires Shaped
Our Cultural Identity

epic boulders …wind scrubbed skies, Squires
celebrated the common place and helped
stamp the reputation of Newfoundland and
Labrador as a hotbed of creativity on the
national map.

BY GLORIA HICKEY
Gerry Squires made art everyday because

By now everybody has heard
that we have lost Gerry
Squires. He has been hailed
as this province's most
influential artist, treasured
by many for his kindness
and talent, and honored by
all. The Canada Council, NL
Arts, Craft Council of NL and
Visual Arts NL, plus a wide
variety of media outlets,
have recognized Squires'
passing and our profound
sense of loss.

Let me try and explain why Gerry Squires
was so significant – not just to family,
friends, and creative peers – but to the
province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It
has little to do with the honors bestowed
on him from Memorial University (1992),
the Order of Canada (1999), the Royal

he had no choice: he had to. Kind and
encouraging, he always had the time to give
advice and guidance to a growing generation
of younger artists. The man was like a
benevolent and gentle ruler. If he were in a
two-artist show, he'd be pitching the other
guy's work–coffee cup in one hand and a

Canadian Academy of Arts or the many other

cigarette in the other, singing the praises

organizations.

of a fellow artist to a collector. What was
staggering is that Gerry Squires did it with

When Gerry Squires returned to this province

a rare integrity. His gallerist, Emma Butler,

from the mainland in 1969, a cultural tidal

had it right when she said on CBC Radio that

wave was forming that was part of larger

Gerry was never in it for the money or fame.

social forces. Scholars have variously called

It was all about love and the consequence

it the Newfoundland cultural renaissance,

was that it contributed to the recognition

revival, or revolution. It was the first time

that all artists of this province are a

many Newfoundlanders saw themselves

significant force in its economy and society.
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Who Got
Picture Start?
Six Local
Filmmakers
Share the
Secrets Behind
Their Films
BY MARK HOFFE

NOVEMBER 2015

that really prepares you to move into a
feature film project.”
“Picture Start is the perfect partner,” says Ida
Here and There writer and director Melanie
Oates. “She’s got the beauty and the brains.
She’s an incredible, challenging whirlwind.
Everyone in town wants her. I’m a lucky one.”
So is Oates’ producing partner Jess Anderson.
Oates describes her film as “an inside out
fairy tale” and reveals that fifteen-year-old
foster child Ida is also the main character in a
feature film she’s developing. “I tend to write

a troubled friend who was fond of a favourite
local pastime. “I couldn’t believe how much he
loved skipping rocks,” she explains. “It started

of being a champion rock

to get me thinking about the philosophical

bitter life in the foster care
system.

meanings behind, well, rock skipping,” she
explains. “Like the way you have to try to find
the perfect rock and then let it go.”
“I decided to produce this film mainly because
I really like the script,” says MacGillivray’s
producer Tamara Segura. “This will be my first

What do those characters have in common?

professional credit as a producer and I don’t
think I would have jumped into it if I didn’t

They will all appear in three future Picture

connect with the story.”

Start films announced this past October
during the St. John’s International Women’s
Film Festival.

Dunne’s Malignant also draws on personal
experiences with a universal resonance.
“Those moments of solitary

Now in its ninth year, with over

struggle are such an important

twenty films under its belt,

part of our stories, of what

Picture Start is a joint funding

makes us who we are, but

and film training program

it’s not a story I’ve often seen

primarily funded by NIFCO and
Telefilm Canada.“Picture Start’s

gives you a launching pad as an artist to see

“It’s a very mature and well structured
script,” beams Dunne’s producer Jackie
Hynes. “I see a lot of potential in Andrea, in
her work ethic, in her intuition, in how she

your vision through in a professional way.”

sees the world.”

Skip writer and director Jenina MacGillivray

Keep your eyes and ears focused on
the festival circuit later next year as these
three films make their inevitable splash
on the big screen.

who wrote and will direct Malignant. “Between
the mentoring aspects and the funding, it really

agrees. “It’s an opportunity to make a longer
project – a longer format short film – where
you can develop story and characters in a way

STAGE was started in 1994 with borrowed
audio-recording equipment and an
enthusiasm for local theatre. When
actor and writer Andy Jones delivered
a paper in 1992 at a Newfoundland and
Labrador theatre conference, organized by
Memorial University’s Dr. Denyse Lynde, he
enumerated the dozens of Newfoundland
and Labrador plays that had never been
published. Lynde and Gail Weir (MUN’s
Performing Arts Archivist) immediately
recognized the need to collect and preserve
the province’s theatrical heritage.
Now under the direction of Lynde, Dr.
Robert Ormsby, and Manuscripts Librarian
Colleen Quigley, STAGE has recorded over
300 interviews with theatre artists in the
province. Actors such as Jones, Robert
Joy, and Krystin Pellerin, playwright Robert
Chafe, musician Sandy Morris, costume
designer Marie Sharpe, comedian Rick
Mercer, author Ed Riche, director Jillian
Keiley, and many more who have contributed
so significantly to the theatre world both
locally and nationally.

on screen,” says Dunne. “So I
wanted to share that.”

such a great opportunity for up-andcoming filmmakers,” says Andrea Dunne,

project currently housed at

those qualities that stir me.”

but optimistic man dreams

teenager battles through a

praises of an oral history

library.

the coastal landscape of Newfoundland and

skipper. A tough-as-nails female

Local artists are singing the

the brink,” says Oates. “Ida encapsulates all of

come to terms with a health
scare as love fizzles. A troubled

BY MANDY ROWSELL

MUN’s Queen Elizabeth II

MacGillivray’s protagonist was inspired by
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The STAGE Project:
Exploring Newfoundland
and Labrador’s Performing
Arts History

female leads who are imperfect, raw, and on

A young woman struggles to
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These interviews offer extensive biographical
information, useful career advice, and valuable
historical context; they also contain many
hilarious anecdotes that can be appreciated
by non-researchers simply for their
entertainment value. While the interviews
collectively cover only the last two decades,
the careers of some STAGE interviewees
stretch back to before 1949, when
Newfoundland joined Canada. The information
that they provide sheds light not only on the
interviewees, but the province as a whole.

Recent MUN graduate Scott Heffernan
explains that the project opened him up to
“entire generations of our province’s rich
performing arts history.” STAGE provides
jobs for undergraduate students like
Heffernan every semester, allowing them to
hone valuable interview skills while learning
about the province's theatrical culture.
One such employee is Jacqueline Hynes, a
filmmaker who is currently producing the
film Malignant. She describes working on
the STAGE project as a “dream,” stating that
“being able to develop my documentary skills
made being a STAGE researcher one of the
most rewarding jobs I've had.”
MUN graduate student and local musician
Aley Waterman says, “It's enlightening to
find out how many revered icons in the
NL theatre community got their starts by
begging, borrowing, and stealing. It attests to
the hard work that has gone into founding a
lot of the theatre companies and troupes that
are still influential today.”
In recent years, the project has continued to
grow. In 2011, STAGE began to incorporate
video-recording equipment, allowing the
project to post video to its newly created
YouTube channel; anyone can view clips
of various interviews from their own
homes. Now the STAGE team is working to
develop a more advanced website, which
will present transcripts, biographies, and
excerpts from individual interviews and
will allow users to see the connections
between these participants. The hope is to
preserve the province's cultural history and
promote the importance of theatre on the
island. “One of the best things we ever did
was archive our stuff,” Jones said of STAGE.
“We discover[ed] our own material through
the archives.” Project website: library.mun.
ca/stage. YouTube channel: youtube.com/
stageprojectmun
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

ANNUAL COMPETITION NAMES ADELAIDE A TOP 10 BEST NEW RESTAURANT IN CANADA
EnRoute Magazine’s annual hunt for the best new restaurant in Canada has just confirmed what we already knew: Adelaide Oyster House is one of them. Every year, Air Canada’s EnRoute Magazine
assembles an impressive panel of food critics, journalists, cookbook authors, and more, to create a list of the best new restaurants in Canada. Mallard Cottage made the top 10 last year. And Fogo
Island Inn has placed 3rd in the recent past. This year, Adelaide Oyster House on Water Street placed 7th. A food writer visited all 30 restaurants from this year’s longlist, and booked a reservation
under a fake name. To quote the juror citation, “Steve Vardy is having fun again. A decade spent leading high-pressure brigades at such gastronomic heavyweights as Beckta in Ottawa and Atlantica
in Portugal Cove, nearly broke him; he quit the game a few years ago to teach hot yoga. Now he’s back, doing things his way ... the scallop ceviche with mango and fresh passion fruit is so sweetly
satisfying that I’d order a second bowl for dessert.” Adelaide threw their 1 year anniversary party mid-October. They also recently won our Best Cocktail in Town challenge with their “El Camino,” and
have launched a brand new cocktail menu. So get down there and raise a glass to having one of the best restaurants in Canada at our fingertips.

MEET 2015’S MEDIA PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR: TOM COCHRANE
If something’s happening on the west coast, it’s probably happening in beautiful Gros Morne National Park. And if it’s happening there, one man, Tom Cochrane, has got it covered. Cochrane
recently launched Old Crow Magazine, and for it, took home MusicNL’s “Media Personality of the Year” trophy. “Old Crow Magazine is a way to celebrate and tell stories from Gros Morne National
Park, because, frankly, it’s the greatest place in the world,” says Cochrane. “I often say that Gros Morne is a place where I feel like the best possible version of myself — I feel more open, more
creative, and more connected with the people around me and people around the world. With Old Crow, I get to both describe and prescribe the things that give me that feeling ... over the past 10
or 15 years, Gros Morne has been evolving into a cultural destination ... large summer festivals have been growing (Gros Morne Theatre Festival; Writers at Woody Point; Trails, Tales, and Tunes;
Gros Morne Summer Music) to the point where people from around the world are starting to associate Gros Morne with art and artistic experiences as well as its natural splendor. We started Old
Crow Magazine as a way to tell stories from the cultural side of the park. I have a very deep love for Gros Morne, both the natural side and the cultural side, which blend together more often than
not, and a love for digital storytelling. Old Crow blends these together perfectly ...”

SEX IN THE CITY, PART 2: SURVIVAL SEX
The sex trade is the oldest industry in the new world, so of course it’s happening here. And if it remains taboo, if it remains something forced underground, unassisted by community organizations
and police, people are going to get hurt. Including vulnerable youth ... a recent government report talked with over 100 sex workers throughout NL who “helped paint a picture of what is happening in
our province” ... Survival Sex is the most common form of sex work in Newfoundland & Labrador; it includes sex in direct exchange for food, accommodation, transportation, etc ... It is more common
than you’d think, and is the result of people feeling like there are no community services as alternatives ... “Couch sex” is one of the more common forms of survival sex – it means paying for rent in
sexual favours ... the report deems couch sex to be a growing problem for younger women in rural communities, where it is a common last resort for accommodation ... a lack of housing in Labrador
communities is a particular driver for survival sex ... survival sex, naturally, can lead to sexual and physical and emotional assault. And these assaults aren’t reported because the women feel guilty or
ashamed about their life situation, or worry it’ll impede their future couch surfing capabilities if they’re known to “cause trouble” for slumlords baiting women into couch sex ... survival sex is common
enough in our province that we need to talk, on municipal and provincial levels, about what we can do, that other provinces do, to minimize this last resort for people living in NL.

WHAT IS FRACKING AND WHY IS NDP LEADER EARLE MCCURDY CALLING FOR AN OUTRIGHT BAN?
“Fracking” or hydraulic fracturing, involves drilling deep into bedrock, and injecting a chemical-laden “fracking fluid” into the bedrock at such a high pressure it fractures the rock, releasing
natural gas trapped within it. The fluid used in fracking is water mixed with sand and about 40 gallons of gross chemicals; there are over 600 chemicals used in the process, including carcinogens
and toxic fluids, like radium and formaldehyde. This gunk is flushed down a pipeline that usually runs through water tables and drinking supplies. In North America, we’re pumping hundreds of
billions of gallons of this chemical nightmare into the earth. And we’re wasting trillions and trillions of gallons of water to do so ... methane gas and toxic chemicals leach out from this system,
contaminating groundwater ... in The States alone, there have been over 1,000 cases of water contamination, and naturally, people have gotten ill ... 50-70% of the toxic fracking fluid is left in the
ground. Worse still, as it evaporates, it releases harmful volatile organic compounds into the atmosphere, leading to acid rain, air contamination, and ground level ozone ... two years ago, NDP
made the news for demanding a moratorium on fracking in the province. “We wanted government to wait until fracking could be proven safe and properly regulated,” party leader Earle McCurdy
said. “Since that time, there has been an explosion of research on fracking, and the evidence shows that it is even more hazardous and harder to control than people thought.” The only reason to
support fracking is job creation, right? But McCurdy says the promise of local jobs from fracking operations is misleading. “The track record elsewhere shows that fracking creates short-term,
low-paid jobs locally. Skilled workers are brought in from away ...”

People
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MegaFood Women’s or
Men’s Over 40 One Daily
with free Daily Maca Plus
Women’s or Men’s Over
40 Nutrient Booster

MegaFood Women’s & Men’s Over 40 One
Daily Multi-Vitamins provide age and gender
specific nourishment, including age-defying
antioxidants from colorful whole foods.
MegaFood’s Daily Maca Plus Nutrient
Booster Powders have been specially
formulated with Maca and synergistic herbs
to support the optimal well-being of
women and men experiencing the
normal physiological changes
associated with aging.

10% OFF

Everyday
Power
A Stock
Photo
Contest

often feature
models
faking
depression or
paralysis, etc., instead of people actually
living with disabilities. Existing stock photos
also tend to be bleak, like a sad-looking child
wearing a hearing aid, instead of showcasing
vibrant, active citizens carrying out their daily
activities from playing sports to grabbing their
groceries, or running their business. There
is also a lack of diversity in the disabilities
depicted in stock photos: while you can find
“man with crutches,” you’d be hard pressed to
find “drummer with cerebral palsy.”

The Overcast and the Coalition
of Persons with Disabilities
(COD-NL) are partnering up to
build a bank of stock photos
that will change the way we
think about disabilities.
As it stands, stock photos of people with
physical and mental health disabilities are not
local, do not depict inclusion, and oddly, they

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

WHOPPING
CASH PRIZES
$3,000 for first
place; $1,500
for runner up.

For local photographers, in addition to the
media coverage and cash prizes ($3000 for
first; $1500 for runner-up; $500 for 3rd place),
this contest will give them a chance to
showcase their style and get their name out
there, among new audiences, as there will be
an art gallery exhibition of the top photos in
mid-December.
Through the stock photo contest, and
December’s exhibit of the best submissions,

UNTIL
NOVEMBER
30

CONTEST DETAILS
Photo Rules: Your photo must depict a person with a disability carrying out their
everyday activities. Style, quality, and local flavour (recognizable settings) will be
among judging criteria. Eligibility Rules: A photographer must submit a minimum
of 2 hi-res photos, to a max of 10 to submissions@theovercast.ca. To be eligible, you
must have submitted photos of at least 2 different models. Need a subject/model?:
Email submissions@theovercast.ca for a list of locals willing to be in your photoshoot.
Deadline: Friday, November 30th at 4 pm Prize: 1st place: $3,000 Cash Prize +
a profile in January’s issue of The Overcast 2nd place: $1500; 3rd place $500.

we will turn the process of building the
Coalition’s stock photo library into something
that will help change way we think about
"disabilities" and those in our community
living with them. Awareness and education
can help us build a more enlightened,
inclusive, accessible city for all of us.
If you don’t know of anyone with a disability
willing to be your subject/model, we have
assembled some volunteers for your
photoshoots: email: submissions@theovercast.
ca for a directory of volunteer models. To get

a better idea of what we’re looking for, visit
changingthefaceofbeauty.com.
Photographers will agree that all submitted
photos are cleared for use in the Coalition’s
stock library, free of charge. Photos will
be judged by The Overcast’s editor and
photographer (Chad Pelley and Joel Upshall)
and visual artist and former Eastern Edge
Gallery Director, Mary MacDonald. Criteria
evaluated will include: inclusive theme,
artistic quality and style of the portrait, and
local flavour (recognizable settings, etc).
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People
Reel
Newfoundland’s
Latest
Newsmakers
RYAN CLEARY JUMPS SHIP?
Former NDP MP Ryan Cleary surprised
everyone when he defected to the Conservative
party in late October, citing a frosty relationship
with the party’s provincial leader, Earle
McCurdy, and stating that he feels a provincial
PC government would be best able to make
our new prime minister keeps his promises
to Newfoundland and Labrador. He doesn’t
like the idea of The Liberals running both the
country and the province.
DANNY WILLIAMS BOOTS THE
TELEGRAM FROM MILE ONE CENTRE
The city of St. John’s owns Mile One, but
the IceCaps pay $750,000 per season to
lease it. As a result of a contract between
the city and the Mile One leaseholder, Danny
Williams, owner of the St. John's IceCaps, has
complete control over advertising in Mile One
stadium, including who can own a suite. He
recently used this authority to terminate The
Telegram’s corporate sponsorship agreement,
and evict them from their suite at Mile One,
a corporate suite the paper says was used
by hundreds of non-Telegram citizens like

community groups and contest winners, for
events other than hockey games. Williams’
rationale was that he felt The Telegram
“defamed” him with their September 2014
editorial, "Buying Influence." An article
for which Williams is suing The Telegram,
claiming the piece was full of false allegations
and implications, and an act of character
deformation.
WILDLIFE FEDERATION PRESIDENT
AND AVID ECO-ADVOCATE CHARGED
WITH POACHING
NL Wildlife Federation President Rick Bouzan
has been charged for poaching salmon in North
Harbour River; he was caught with untagged
salmon. It’s an interesting charge, given his
job title, but even more surprising because
he’s known as an advocate for sustainable
hunting and fishing, and the protection of our
natural world in general. He was responsible
for stopping clear-cutting along Main River
on the west coast, for example, and he’s
been the voice of discontent over cuts to our
provincial wildlife officers. But when it comes
to charges for untagged fish, he can’t resist
dropping a line: he was also charged in 2004,
for possession of untagged cod.
MUN GRAD JESSICA BURRY RECEIVES
HORIZON AWARD
A Horizon Award winner must be a Memorial
University graduate under 35 years of
age who has demonstrated exceptional
achievements in their field. This fall, Jessica
Burry was crowned for her role in making
the world a better place. She graduated here
in 2006 and headed to Ottawa for a postgrad program, where she signed up for a
three-week humanitarian project in Africa.
She enjoyed the experience so much, she
did it again and again: for her it’s been a way
of seeing the world and doing good as she

goes. She’s done work with organizations
like Doctors without Borders training and
managing pharmacists in Swaziland, and
she’s developed and shared her expertise
in HIV/AIDS treatment. She is also a past
recipient of MUN’s School of Pharmacy
Alumni Achievement Award.
STAR OF COLD WATER COWBOYS
CHARGED WITH ASSAULT INVOLVING
POWER TOOL
Discovery Channel’s hit reality TV show, Cold
Water Cowboys, takes place on different
fishing vessels as they earn their living. It’s an
eye-opener on how hard and even dangerous
the job is, and how sea-savvy its characters
are. One favourite personality from the show
is Richard Gillett, captain of Midnight Shadow,
who recently landed two assault charges:
he threw a power tool at a Marine Centre
employee in Twillingate, and knocked him to
the ground.
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT TO FUND
SYRIAN REFUGEE COORDINATOR
The Newfoundland and Labrador government
is providing $50,000 dollars to the Association
for New Canadians, in order to help Syrian
refugees in the province. Most of that sum will
pay for a refugee sponsorship coordinator,
who will assist refugee families and their
sponsors. The Canadian governemtn has
okayed NL to assist 155 refugees, and we’ve
asked for that number to be increased to the
number The Association for New Canadians
feels is attainable: 250.

he could host the whole town on his patio,
and tell them his thoughts over a BBQ and
beer. His wife Margaret is the town clerk;
her brother and sister are the two town
councillors. How many families can apply
“keeping it in the family” to a municipality? Tilt
Cove’s claim to fame, prior to being known as
a town of 6 run by a family of 4, is that it was
the location of our resource-rich province’s
very first mine. The 1864 copper mine
attracted about 2,000 workers to the area;
800 of whom worked there for half a century.
BUSINESS TYCOON AND
PHILANTHROPIST PAUL JOHNSON
PASSES AWAY
Best known for completely taking over the
family business Johnson Insurance, and
establishing Johnson-Unifund in every
Canadian province, Paul’s longer lasting
legacy will be in his benevolent community
endeavours. In 1987, he set up The Johnson
Family Foundation, which has channelled
over $50,000,000 into well-known projects
that help us celebrate and learn about local
history and culture. We can thank Paul for
things like Harbourside Park, the Railway
Coastal Museum, and The Johnson Geo
Centre. The Johnson Family Foundation
are also to thank for The Grand Concourse
walking trail, which links “every major
park, river, pond, and green space in
six municipalities on the northeast Avalon.”
For this work and more, he was named to
the Order of Canada.

THERE IS A TOWN OF SIX IN NL,
RUN BY A FAMILY OF 4
Tilt Cove, town of 6, is in the Baie Verte
Peninsula. A one-time booming mining town,
it’s nearly vacant now. Don Collins acts as
mayor for its 5 residents – think about it,

Surprise!
Guess who has Handmade
Amish/Mennonite
Canadian made solid
wood furniture at an
amazing price?

Rustic Carlisle
120” Trestle table
$3,895

Farmhouse Bedroom
Queen Bed $2,195 • Dresser $2,560
Chest $2,150 • Nightstand $895

203 KENMOUNT ROAD • TEL: (709) 726-3452 • TOLL FREE: 1-800-353-3452 • WWW.HAYWARDINTERIORS.COM

Beam Side Chair
$475
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COMING SOON

For more information and to purchase tickets,
visit artsandculturecentre.com.
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PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

“Men's health is often not talked about publicly,
and Movember is a well-proven outlet to start
that conversation again. Growing moustaches,
throwing events, and drinking beer are great
ways to bring awareness to the cause, but it's
the donations that actually help to make the
change,” says Mitchell.
If you’re unclear how Movember works, men
raise funds by having people sponsor your
stash, i.e donate money. See here for more
details: https://ca.movember.com, but make
sure to join team QVFogMo by visiting their
Movember page: https://moteam.co/qvfogmo.
Along with the main campaign, there are also
limited run shirts, collectable pint glasses, and
tickets on a custom keg unit, with a portion
going to charity, to push the team towards
their goal of $10,000.
THREE MAJOR EVENTS MARK THE PLAN
“M’OVEMBER”
IS LIKE SHAVE FOR THE
BRAVE IN REVERSE: MEN
WORLDWIDE GROW OUT
THEIR MOUSTACHES
TO RAISE MONEY
FOR PROSTATE
CANCER.

Brewery and Barbershop
Tag-team for Men’s Health,
Moustaches, and a
Seasonal Beer
BY LAUREN POWER

In Newfoundland,
sometimes the sun doesn’t
shine in November.
Halloween is over, and pumpkin spice fatigue
has set in. What you need to get you through
the eleventh month might be new beer, a fresh
shave, and doing something good for your
fellow man.
Two of St. John’s bestest brands (Quidi Vidi
Brewery & Fogtown Barbershop) are partnering
up to try and raise record-breaking money for
cancer this Movember. The cornerstone of the
collaboration is “Fogtown Lager,” a limited
run seasonal beer. “Having them release a

Fogtown beer is surreal,” says Chris Evans of
Fogtown. “The name and ethos of Fogtown
grew out of the downtown St. John's punk
rock scene where a bunch of weirdo kids
learned to work together, create together, and
take care of each other… being in the position
to make a positive impact on our community
is our success.”
Down in Quidi Vidi, despite being self-described
babyfaces, with limited ability to actually grow
facial hair, Justin Fong and Mitch Gilbert of
Quidi Vidi Brewery are equally stoked about the
team-up. Using the limited window between
their busy summer and Christmas seasons,
November is one of QV’s only opportunities to
get a seasonal beer into the tanks.

ABOUT THE BEER
Fogtown Lager, as a North American style
lager, is a similar brew to Quidi Vidi Premium,
with more complexity to its character to make
it stand out. It pours pale gold, and like all of
Quidi Vidi’s beers, there are no preservatives
or additives. “The Crystal hops give it a pop
of citrus and floral aromas, which leads to a
delicate and fruity taste” says Mitch. The blend
of malt and hop characters and exciting finish
make it an ideal session beer (that is, highly
drinkable).
The slick black-and-metallic-gold label will be
found at the NLC, as well as on tap at fifteen
locations throughout downtown. You’ll know
if it’s on tap at your local establishment if you
spot the custom Fogtown tap handles provided
by Leaman & Co. The limited brew of 1100
dozen will likely be gone before the end of the
month. “The beer itself is a ton of fun but the
main focus is to unite the community under
the Quidi Vidi/Fogtown banner in order to raise
money for prostate cancer,” says Mitch. “Both
of our brands draw on a fairly large group of
people so together we should be able to get a
ton of people onboard for the cause.”

The month itself is broken into three major
events: a kickoff, a midpoint bash, and a closer.
“To keep the interest up, to keep the beer
flowing, we’re going to make a few days out of
it,” says Mitch.
November 1st – Start Your Stash;
Join Team #QV fogmo
On November 1st, Fogtown will be unbolting
their barber chairs and moving them down to
Quidi Vidi for the day, offering fresh shaves to
anybody looking to dedicate their face to a good
cause for a month. From 2:00 pm until 8:00 pm,
everyone who comes to the Brewery gets a
Fogtown lager T-Shirt for signing up for the QV/
Fogtown Movember team. This fresh shave is
your moustache growth starting point! “We’re
expecting 100 to 150 people,” says Fong. “So,
that’ll be our fundraising team.” If you’ve missed
Day 1, no need to cry in your beer: you can sign
up online at their Facebook page.
November 14th – Midpoint Music Party
On Saturday, November 14th, at the mid-month
update party, Jonny and the Cowabungas and
George Nervous will play all night at The Quidi
Vidi Brewery, $15 cover on the door
(all donated).
November 29th –
The Grand Finale
Lastly, on Sunday, November 29th
(2:00pm to 8:00pm) the final event
of the month will see a panel of
celebrity judges examine the parade

Cover Story

of moustaches, from the mightiest handlebar
to the dirtiest dirt ‘stache. Will your “Village
Mall” special bring all the girls to the yard?
The judges will decide.
One of the judges is noted beardsman
Chef Jeremy Charles of Raymonds and The
Merchant Tavern. “He will be joining us on
November 1st and will be shaving his very
handsome, well-groomed, face pelt (a.k.a. his
beard),” says Mitch. “He will then be joining us
at the end of the month to show off his upper
lip, and to judge those who have valiantly
tried to grow a ‘mo.”
“Anyone who raises over $250 will have their
name go into a draw for a Fogtown lager keg
unit for their house, which we will announce
as well,” says Fong. “After that, you’ll have
Fogtown Lager on tap at your house.”

NOVEMBER 2015

“While my overall beard does leave something
to be desired, the hair that grows above my
top lip does not disappoint,” he says. “That's
not to say I don't look like a total scrot early
in the grow-out stages – I do – but there is a
majestic light at the end of the scrot tunnel.”
“Remember: during Movember, it is not the
‘hair up there’ that counts it's the ‘retention
of your intention.’ So don't quit growing your
money-maker just because your 'stache
sucks two weeks into it. Even the worst mo'
will win a prize at the end of the month.”
“As with any hair growth goal, you are
confined by genetics but your best results
can be achieved by maintaining optimal
health: proper nutrition and quality sleep
is very important, so take your Hulk Hogan
multi-vitamins and pray for a beautiful blonde
horseshoe moustache.”

MONEY-MAKING MO'

“Other than that, treat a newly growing
moustache like you would a cold sore ...

Still on the fence about participating? Even if

bad for you, but in time it will change. Until

you’re mustachio-challenged, Chris Evans is

then: don't go touchin' it; there's no need for

your facial hair guru:

grooming during the grow-out phase. “

MASTERFUL ADVICE FOR YOUR

yes, it's gross and people notice it and feel
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Racket Rings in
a New Wave of Local
Authors
BY CHAD PELLEY

Racket is a collection of unpublished short
stories from an exciting new wave of local
authors. It was curated by internationally
renowned author Lisa Moore, because it
features 11 authors she met while teaching
them creative writing at MUN.

Matthew Lewis, who kicks off the anthology,

sentence, for any other writer, into a story in

is a stylist: he wields words in a way you’ve

itself. And what is fiction but amply capturing

never read, and it marks him not as an exciting

defining moments in a character’s life?

in town, period. “The Jawbone Box” is a

Melissa Barbeau's story “Holes” takes on a

personal reckoning, told in a unique voice, with

hot, sweaty, rainy night on George Street. It

and effective way to get to know someone:

one dress between them, scurry out behind

a sophisticated splash of metaphor you can

employs sinister language to build an air of

give me a list of 20 things you cannot abide,

him.” If the human heart thought rationally,

miss without missing the thrill of the piece.

impending doom: a questionable man "eels"

and I’ll tell you who you are.

we'd have nothing to write about.

around the room; cool air "snakes" around
In Jenina MacGillivray’s "Gorillas," Anna has

ankles. Things spit and hiss, and a man has

Jamie Fitzpatrick’s “Like Jewels” excels at the

Morgan Murray's "KC Accidental" cuts right

a child's curiosity about the world, and an

"dark and bottomless" eyes. But does the story

mood he creates with well-wielded language;

to the chase with the opening line, "KC was

artist's need to capture it. She’s a character

unfold as you'd expect? Of course not, not in

Jamie knows language is how you glue a

hit by a bus -- the number 7." He’d been

who thinks she's ... a gorilla, but that’s

a collection like this. There’s a barbed hook in

reader to a story and make them care. While

“carrying a six-foot fake Christmas tree under

beside the point in the grander scheme of

Barbeau’s writing sure to keep you on the line.

the plot description would be “family reeling

one arm and trying to send a text message

from loss,” it’s more dynamic than that:

to his mother with the other.” Naturally, the

the story. It’s a tale of two sisters with a
Gary Newman's piece is exactly what

what's at stake in the story, the focus of the

story isn’t about KC, he’s dead. Things shift

The piece is interesting for showing us how

the title promises "23 things I hate in no

piece, is refreshingly ever-changing to hold

instead to, say, what various city departments

a sister can understand a sister in a way

particular order." The narrator wasn't always

your interest in it, and waylay predictability.

do or refuse to do to clean up such a mess

trained professionals -- who lump Anna into

angry, "I was a pretty normal kid. I drew little

a pigeonhole -- cannot. No two people with

pictures, I played Nintendo with my older

Mel Oates' "A Holy Show," showcases her

piece in that KC’s misfortunes do not end

a mental illness are the same, because our

brother." But he's certainly a bitter man now,

way with style, voice, and tone, and how

with being killed by a bus, but it’d be a spoiler

personalities, not our illnesses, define us.

albeit in ways we can relate to, “Why can't

well she employs these things to create an

to elaborate. Murray's highly original and

This is a perfectly enjoyable short story, on so

we figure out a mixture of paint

many levels.

that will stay on the road

go straight.” What

“it was like riding a roller coaster,” McCurdy

the piece amounts

instead straps you into the roller coaster,

to is an angry

sending your stomach up into your throat:

portraiture of a man,

he can explode what would've been but one

which is an interesting

curat
ed

where some writers would use the cliché,

ore
mo

supposed to turn or

a

“Crossbeams” that any writer would love, and,

national
ter
ly
in
r

entertaining story proves you don't need a

read, and is about a good woman

character, per se, to tell a story. You have not

gungho on the wrong guy. But

read a story like this before, and what better

lis

I don't know if I'm

engaging voice. This one's a pleasure to

it’s far more funny than that

ed author

There are lines in Iain McCurdy’s

y

outside of, of all places, a daycare. It’s a funny

n
ow
en

for an entire winter?

b

bond too big for mental illness to break.

could be said of a piece?

description implies, and has a
strong woman at its core. Most
of the story is her watching him
with other women. “Three of

them from the scrot table, with

If you read this book, you’re certainly
going to come away from it with a few
more local writers to be excited about.

PHOTO: HOUSEOFANANSI.COM

new voice, but one of the most exciting writers
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The Stunning, Surprise
Book of 2015:
Samuel Archibald’s Arvida
BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

Few readers outside of
Quebec had heard of Samuel
Archibald’s Arvida until
it landed on this year’s
Scotiabank Giller Prize
shortlist. It has since landed
on the shortlist for Canada’s
other most prestigious
literary award: The Rogers
Writers Trust Award.
Originally published in French in 2011, Arvida
became an overnight success in Quebec,
selling more than 25,000 copies (almost
unheard of for a book of short fiction, or a
debut for that matter), and was picked up by
Biblioasis and translated into English. “For
me, Arvida has really been a gift that keeps on
giving,” says Archibald. “One year after it was
first published, I went to see my grandmother,
an important character in my life and in the
book, in Arvida’s cemetery, and left a copy of
the book on her grave, with a dedication that
read: Thank you for everything.”
Set in Archibald’s hometown of Arvida,
Quebec, a place built by philanthropist and
billionaire Arthur Vining Davis, this collection
of short fiction is rooted in Quebecois folk
stories and traditions. “I guess writing about
a place very few other Quebecois writers had
written about helped me find a voice and a
style that wasn’t reminiscent of other writers,”
says Archibald. “I’m not the first ever to write
about a small town or living in the woods, but
I’m pretty much the first to write about this
very town and its inhabitants.”

mystery, and evil inhabitants. At the core of
the book is a fascination with longing and
love, terror and wonder, and how where we
come from somehow shapes, and informs
who we are.
Stories like “Antigonish,” “Paris in the Rain
(Blood Sisters III),” and “A Mirror in the Mirror,”
capture elements of estrangement, longing,
yesteryear and more. “Antigonish,” takes
readers beyond the metaphor of America’s
idealism, and through the winding roads of
the Cabot Trail at night in the midst of a storm.
“Arvida is a tribute to a resilient, stubborn,
and proud bunch of people. It’s about
the ways we maintain and protect our
communities in the face of changing times,
exile, and oblivion. There’s always a dark
side to small town or country life, and I
never wanted to write the literary equivalent
to a Norman Rockwell painting. More like
something from Alex Colville, you know. Still
and sometimes peaceful, but always haunted
by the idea that something very bad is about
to happen.”

RECOMMENDED READS FROM UPALONG:
DEWITT’S UNDERMAJORDOMO MINOR DELIGHTS
READERS WITH IT ALL BY CHAD PELLEY
Written with charming humour, this novel harkens back to a time when writers
still wrote with a sense of imagination and adventure. You don’t know where this
story is going because its narrator sure as hell doesn’t either. When he leaves home,
where he wasn't wanted anyway, to seek adventure and a name in the world, he lands
himself a job in the strangest place: a mysterious manor in an equally strange town
that grows more and more bizarre, dangerous, and exciting by the page. The main
character is a man named Lucy. He’s a compulsive liar whom no one finds particularly
worth befriending. To the delight of readers, he's often caught in his poor lies. But as a
reader you can’t help feel for the guy. All he wants is a bit of respect, and a shot at being
a man a woman could love. By page 15, it’s clear Lucy’s adventure is bound to become
a misadventure, which provides incentive for the reader to keep reading: a sense of
"what's next" keeps one on the line. The book is populated by interesting, strong, and
memorable oddball characters you'll miss when you move on to a lesser book. Take
honest thief Memel, who'll steal what he wants from you, but politely return it if you ask
(then steal it again). This Giller Prize longlistee is possibly the best book of the year, and
certainly a read anyone with a sense of humour or sense of adventure would enjoy. No
surprise, since it was penned by one of Canada’s finest, who knows you can combine
story and style, and blend character-driven and plot-driven fiction, despite the rulebook
on “literary fiction.” It's an easy recommendation for anyone who likes any kind of book.

NEW GUTSY & GORGEOUS
PEDLAR TITLES

One of the collection’s darkest and most
violent stories, “Jigai,” the “book’s black
heart,” is a gothic and gory tale. Set in
modern Japan, the story takes roots in
two lesbian lovers who ritually mutilate
themselves – at first, out of protection, and
later out of love and the intense pleasure
mutilation releases – and highlights the fate
of women in patriarchal culture.

distant Japan, it had nothing to do with the

Available at Broken Books
and at the PEDLAR booth at
the CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR

other stories. I think quite the opposite. By

(November 11 to 15 @ Jack Byrne Arena)

“Given the very graphic and disturbing nature
of the story, some readers were grossedout by it and insisted that, being set in a

including it in Arvida, I wanted to make a point
With 14 stories in the collection, Arvida is
filled with wild beasts, innocent children,
haunted houses, exile, ritual mutilation,

about however foreign and distant its tale of
extreme love and ritual violence might appear,
it’s only a nightmare away from all of us.”
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www.pedlarpress.com
www.craftcouncil.nl.ca/events/christmas-craft-fair/
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How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
PART 8 OF 12 BY LAUREN POWER

PLAY GAMES ON THE BIG SCREEN USING YOUR
PHONE AS THE CONTROLLER airconsole.com
AirConsole turns your smartphone into a gamepad and almost any screen you’ve got
(PC, Mac, SmartTV or tablet) into a game system. Neat! Everything is web-based, so no
extra hardware is required. Once you're connected, AirConsole allows you to enjoy a huge
selection of games, including a Bomberman clone, a polygon racer, a quiz game, an NES
emulator, and more. It’s a teensy bit buggy, but the coolness of it all is enough to forgive
any hiccups in functionality, and your smartphone automatically adapts to fit the control
scheme of each game. Bonus: Users can play multiplayer games anywhere too.

ODD JOBS FOR FIVE BUCKS

fiverr.com

Fiverr lets users sell their creative or professional services at the fixed rate of five bucks
a pop. Gigs start at $5 (and Fiverr takes a $1 fee). Buyers pay Fiverr for orders in advance.
Fiverr credits sellers once an order is completed. It’s as quick and clean as everything
should be online. You can search for what you need, or you can browse the categories
(including Design, Writing & Translation, Music & Audio, Fun & Bizarre and more). Draw
you as a cartoon? Five bucks. Post 200 of your flyers at the University of Arizona? Five
bucks. Remove a gypsy curse? Five bucks. That’s a deal at twice the price!

FIND SUCCESSFULLY CROWDFUNDED
ITEMS FOR SALE outgrow.me
Kickstarter campaigns are great at pointing out an inconvenience in your life and
suggesting an innovative and elegant solution, and helping small businesses explode on
social media. The problem is this: that solution is usually only in the prototype phase, and
production is at least a year away, and the small business’ 15 seconds of fame is over by
the time their amazing product is available for sale. Bummer. So, of course, you forget
about it. Outgrow.me created a long-term home for these innovative, beautiful, creative
products — everything from the Handleband (the universal smartphone bar mount to
your bike’s handlebars, $21.30) to the Petcube (watch, talk, and play laser games with
your pets through the mobile app anytime, anywhere, $176.13).

Recent Vital Signs
Findings Reveal
What Work Needs
to be Done for a
Healthier NL

be seniors, and 21

BY TERRI COLES

servings of produce every day.

The 2015 edition of Vital
Signs was released last
month, and it showed both
progress made and work to
be done in Newfoundland
and Labrador.

would be 18 or
younger. More
than twothirds, or 68 of
them, would be
overweight or

68% of us are
overweight or
obese; 9 in 100 of
us are diabetic.

obese, and just 26
would get at least five

So the report clearly highlights some of
the challenges faced in this province. For
example, improvement must come in several
health-related measures. People here
are more likely than the general Canadian
population to be diabetic, for example: nine
percent of the NL population versus 6.7 in
Canada. We’re also more likely to smoke than
those upalong (16.7 percent versus 13.5) or

Vital Signs is an annual provincial check-up

we’re significantly more likely to drink heavily

on the quality of life in Newfoundland and

(25.4 percent versus 17.9), and less likely to

Labrador, looking at everything from our

be physically active during leisure time (48.3

population’s health issues to how our weather

percent versus 53.7). This could be part of

affects us, to specific stats like average

why public health care expenditure per capita

income levels for seniors. It’s compiled in

in Newfoundland and Labrador, at $5,304, is

collaboration between Memorial University’s

higher than the Canadian average of $4,261.

Harris Centre and the Community Foundation
of Newfoundland and Labrador. In partnership

But the news is far from all bad.

with TC Media (The Telegram, The Packet, etc),

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians have a

printed copies of the report were distributed in

lower rate of mood disorders, at 6.6 percent

newspapers across NL.

versus a national average of 7.8. We’re also
less likely than the Canadian average to not

For the newest edition, the Community

have a family doctor or to wait more than

Foundation of NL and the Harris Centre

a month for non-emergency surgery. And

spoke to community leaders from all over the

related to the Sense of Belonging theme,

province to determine which areas should be

people here may be right in their strong

of highest priority. This year’s report had a

feelings about home. Newfoundlanders and

nationwide theme: Sense of Belonging.

Labradorians are far more likely than the
general Canadian population to see their

To deliver a provincial overview in an easily

relatives daily, at 20 percent versus just 7.5

digestible format, the report breaks down

nationally. They’re also more likely to see

its stats to be read as if Newfoundland and

friends daily and to have three or more close

Casa dei Bambini
Montessori

Labrador were a village of 100 people. If

friends. And 77 percent of Newfoundlanders

it were, that town would have 51 female

and Labradorians report a strong sense of

residents and 49 males, and 6 of those women

belonging, versus about two-thirds of the

Home Montessori daycare
offering farm to table, safe
outdoor play space, fun
activities to learn French and
Italian and more.

and 8 of those men would live in poverty.

general Canadian population.

Two of the hundred people would be

The full report can be viewed online at

immigrants, eight would be aboriginal,16 would

mun.ca/harriscentre/VitalSignsNL_2015.pdf.

Contact Debora Scatena-Hubbard
deb030279@hotmail.com • 722-8280
CasadeiBambiniMontessoriyyt

“It turns out we really do drink significantly more than
mainlanders. We smoke more too.”
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Polls are Open for The
CRAFT STUDIOS Overcast’s 2015 People’s
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgEChoice Awards!
T H E PLANTAT ION

Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM

Help us recognize your
go-to restaurants, praise
your favourite places, and
acknowledge your favourite
faces, from the best brunch
spot in town to the best new
band or book.
Our December issue will close out 2015 with
our People’s Choice Awards. And we can’t do
that without you. Click the “People’s Choice Poll”
in our sidebar, or visit: theovercast.ca/peopleschoice-polls-2015 to access and answer surveys
about the best of everything St. John’s. You
can cast votes in one category, or all of them.
Answer 1 question, or 100. There is no such
thing as “best,” but for the sake of starting some
conversation, tell us your favourite everything
local: they could use the pat on the back after all
their hard work in 2015.
BOOKS
Who wrote the best book of the year, and
who’s the best poet in town? Where’s the
best bookshop of them all, and what nonfiction book should everyone buy Nan this
Christmas? Log in and let us know ...

POWER’S OUT.
STOVE’S LIT.
NEWFOUNDLAND CHOCOLATE.

Made here. Loved everywhere.
166 Duckworth Street • newfoundlandchocolatecompany.com

CULTURE
What’s the best thing about living here, and
the worst? What media personality couldn’t
you live without? Who’s the best councillor
in town, and what’s the best day-drive
destination? Log in and let us know ...
DRINKS
Who brews the coffee that keeps you going
on Mondays, and what local brews are you
drinking come Fridays? Who makes the best
cocktails in town, or specifically, Caesars?
Log in and let us know ...

FILM,
THEATRE,
AND DANCE
Who shot the local
movie of the year this
year? What local play captivated you like no
other before it? What local actor deserves an
Oscar or at least an Overcast People’s Choice
Award? Log in and let us know ...
FOOD
Who’s pumping out the best pizza in town,
or serving the best sushi? Is the “Best New
Restaurant Battle” limited to Merchant Versus
Adelaide, or is the city overlooking another
new kid on the block? Where should we take
a date for supper, or our hangover for brunch?
What, point blank, is the best restaurant in
town? Log in and let us know ...
MUSIC
Who rocked the rock the hardest this year to
take home either best band or best new band
status? Who has the voice of an angel, or the
most bad-ass basslines and drum fills? Did
you have a favourite RPM from February, or
local song of the year? Log in and let us know
...
RETAIL
Where should we take our mop to get a killer
chop? Who bares the best boots in town, or
has the best hats? And what, in your opinion,
is the best reason to battle the traffic and shop
on Stavanger Drive? Log in and let us know ...
VISUAL ARTS
What gallery always got what you need?
What visual artist never fails to make you
wish you had more wall space? Is anyone in
town mighty enough to pop Jud Haynes’ reign
as the best graphic artist in town? Log in
and let us know ...

Visit THEOVERCAST.CA/PEOPLES-CHOICE-POLLS-2015
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townie

HARD
Cross
TO BELIEVE word

And Now
You Know

A wise man probably once said that

Hollywood actor Woody Harrelson’s
father was a paid hitman. Seriously.
He went to jail for it. He died in prison
in 2007.

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,
and guess the false statement.
ACROSS
3. What fast food joint has a spot in
the parking lot of the Village Mall.
Newfoundland & Labrador longer than 7 of
5. What Liberal MP shocked the city
our most recent premiers combined: Paul
when he unseated NDP's Jack
Across
Harris last month?
Davis, Tom Marshall, Kathy Dunderdale,
of the
3. What fast food joint7.hasName
a spot
in flashy-dresser
the parking		lot of the
Danny Williams, Beaton Tulk, Roger Grimes,
psychic who used to rivet 		
Village Mall.
audiences at the Arts &
and Brian Tobin.
5. What Liberal MP shocked
theCentre.
city when he unseated
Culture
NDP's Jack Harris last
8. month?
While the rest of the world
2. Kat McLevey, who won this year’s
calls this
seabird who
a murre,
we to rivet
7. Name of the flashy-dresser
psychic
used
call this bird a ? (hint: it rhymes
MusicNL award for “Female Artist
of
the
audiences at the Arts & Culture
Centre.
with murre).

1. Joey Smallwood was premier of

Year,” got a concussion so bad in 2013 it
8. While the rest of the world calls this seabird a murre,
led to an MRI that revealed part of
her
brain
we
call
this bird a ? (hint: it rhymes with murre).
was in her spinal cavity. To fix this, she had
to have part of her spine removed.
3. In 2014, construction crews discovered
buried tunnels while working on
Bannerman Park. Follow-up media reports
on these buried tunnels have been banned,
as they would interfere with an ongoing
police investigation, involving something
discovered in these tunnels.
4. A recent report revealed that Eastern
Health’s waitlist for people suffering from
mental health issues can be as high as
1,800+ people. And that’s only adults. If that
sounds bad, it was revealed that “there were
1,500 waiting for intake, to be screened, so
they too could be put on the waitlist.”
5. The 26th annual St. John’s International

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

Dairy causes acne in many people,
even adults.
The days are literally getting longer. The
moon is doing this thing that’s causing
the earth to rotate slower. About 300
million years ago, there would’ve been
about 22-23 hours in a day.

DOWN
1. This Local
band on fire made it to CBC Radio 2's
That shoulder strap made for holding
Down
Top 10 in October, alongside the likes of Metric
a sword
called
1. This
Local
band
fire made
it to CBC
Radiois2's
Topa baldric.
and Nathaniel
Rateliff.
"The
Longon
Distance
?"
2. What local
was alongside
just named tothe likes of Metric and
10restaurant
in October,
EnRoute's
annual "topRateliff.
10 new restaurants
in Distance ?"
Warner Music really does own the
Nathaniel
"The Long
Canada" list?
to “Happy Birthday.” There are
2. What
local restaurant
was
just namedrights
to EnRoute's
4. What academic
discipline
is finally getting
a new
years
the
10 new restaurants in Canada" list? song earns them over $2
buildingannual
built for it"top
at MUN?
million in royalties.
6. In Newfoundland, a common way to ask who
4. What academic discipline is finally getting a new
someone's parents are, is to ask "Who ? Ya."

building built for it at MUN?
A “fop” is a man who cares too much
6. In Newfoundland, a common way to ask who
about how he looks and dresses.
someone's parents are, is to ask "Who ? Ya."

Cats can’t taste sweet things, which is
why they don’t care to eat them.
In 1908, an asteroid destroyed a
massive forest in Siberia ... without
even hitting the ground. The event
is known as the “Tunguska Impact.”
The asteroid exploded about 28,000
feet above the earth’s surface, but
the force of the explosion pummelled
the Siberian forest with “about 185
Hiroshima bombs’ worth of energy.”
Technically, you’re not allowed to use
more than 25 loonies in one financial
transaction.
Most sushi joints aren’t actually giving
you wasabi, they’re giving you dyed
horseradish.

Women’s Film Festival closed in late
October with a screening of Canadian film
legend Deepa Mehta’s The Beeba Boys.
Deepa just optioned a novel by local author
Kathleen Winter. One of her next films
may well be an adaptation of Winter’s
internationally acclaimed novel, Annabel.

Flowers grow better when in constant
proximity to a stereo playing music.
You should leave your steak out on a
counter for a good 20 minutes before
cooking it.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD Across: ACROSS: 3 - Wendys, 5 - Nick Whalen, 7 - Raveen, 8 - Turr DOWN: 1 - Runners, 2 - Adelaide, 4 - Science, 6 - Knit HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #3 is false.
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The Craft Council of Newfoundland and Labrador
supports and celebrates the integrity of the handcrafted
object, the creativity of the maker and the viability and
visibility of our industry.
For 42 years, we have been gathering the finest craft
makers in the province for our annual Christmas Craft
Fair. Join us from November 11 - 15, 2015, at the Jack
Byrne Arena. Celebrate the unique and enduring.
Support the handcrafted!

DEVON HOUSE CRAFT CENTRE
59 DUCKWORTH

